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INTRODUCTION Multimodal neuromonitoring increases the knowledge of the 
physiopathology underlying the plateau waves of intracranial pressure (ICP). The transcranial 
Doppler (TCD) pulsatility index (PI) is considered a descriptor of the distal cerebrovascular 
resistance (CVR).  
Critical closing pressure (CCP) denotes a threshold of arterial blood pressure (ABP) below 
which blood vessels collapse and cerebral blood flow (CBF) ceases increasing the ischemic risk. 
Although theoretically could be useful, its clinical applicability is limited for methodological 
reasons.  
 
HYPOTHESIS  1) PI could be determined by the interaction of multiple haemodynamic 
variables and not only by CVR; 2) CCP, estimated with a cerebrovascular impedance model, 
increases during plateau waves. 
  
AIMS  1) to define which factors influence TCD pulsatility index of cerebral blood flow 
velocity; 2) to measure CCP and verify a new method to its calculation during plateau waves.  
  
SUBJECTS AND METHODS Recordings from patients with severe head-injury undergoing 
monitoring of arterial blood pressure, ICP, cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP), and TCD assessed 
cerebral blood flow velocities (FV) were analysed. The Gosling pulsatility index (PI) was 
compared between baseline and ICP plateau waves (n = 20 patients) or short-term (30–60 min) 
hypocapnia (n = 31). In addition, a modeling study was conducted with the ‘‘spectral’’ PI 
(calculated using fundamental harmonic of FV) resulting in a theoretical formula expressing the 
dependence of PI on balance of cerebrovascular impedances. 
 
Analysis with a validated specific software (ICM+®). Both studies are based in a 
multiparametric method new model of cerebrovascular impedance; first a retrospective study of 
2 opposing physiological conditions comparing basal PI to: a) plateau waves (n= 20 patients, 38 
plateau waves); and b) moderate hyperventilation (n=31); next CCP was calculated in the 
plateau waves group (n= 20). According to Burton’s model, wall tensión (WT) was estimated 
as: WT = CCP-PIC. 

 
RESULTS  1) during plateau waves PI increases significantly while CVR diminishes. During 
hypocapnia both PI and CVR increase; 2) CCP increases significantly in the plateau of the wave 
while WT lowers a 34.3%. 
  
CONCLUSIONS  1) Transcraneal Doppler PI is usually misinterpreted as a descriptor of distal 
CVR.  There is a complex relationship between PI and multiple haemodynamic variables; 2) 
Critical closing pressure (CCP) increases during plateau waves but wall tension (WT) 
diminishes. A new mathematical model to calculate CCP is presented which allows a more 
physiological interpretation.  
  
 
 

Keywords  Cerebral hemodynamics _ Critical closing pressure _ Intracranial pressure _ 
Mathematical modeling _ Plateau waves _ Transcranial Doppler _ Traumatic brain injury _Wall 
tension 
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1. BRAIN PHYSICS: CEREBRAL PHYSIOLOGY AND BRAIN MONITORING 

 

Scientists have studied the brain for centuries. The brain is the part of the central nervous 
system that is housed in the cranial vault and has a very complex biomechanics. 
Brain physics is the area of science that summarizes physical interactions between volumes, 
flows and pressures within the brain. Hence, a good understanding of these relationships is 
needed in order to clearly understand the basics of cerebral physiology, and particularly of 
cerebral haemodynamics. 
 
The brain is a unique vital organ with a high metabolic rate that requires a continuous supply of 
energy, and its oxygen demand exceeds that of all organs except the heart. Although cerebral 
parenchyma comprises only 2% of the body weight it disproportionately consumes 20% of the 
total body resting oxygen consumption and 25% of the glucose used by the whole body, and is 
dependent on a constant supply of 12-15% of the cardiac output (700 mL min-1 in the young 
adult). As cerebral function is totally dependent on oxidative phosphorylation of glucose to 
provide ATP, the brain is dependent on a stable supply of cerebral blood flow1–3. 
 
 
1.1 Cerebral blood flow and metabolism 
 
Mean resting cerebral blood flow (CBF) in young adults is about 55-60 mL (100 g brain 
tissue)−1 min−1. This mean value represents two very different categories of flow: 75 and 45 mL 
(100 g brain tissue)−1 min−1 for grey and white matter, respectively. Regional CBF (rCBF) and 
glucose consumption decline with age, along with marked reductions in brain neurotransmitter 
content, and less consistent decreases in neurotransmitter binding. 
 
In health, oxygen delivery by CBF is efficiently matched to the cerebral metabolic rate for 
oxygen (CMRO2), which usually is about 3.3 mL (100 g brain tissue)−1 min−1.  There is a basal 
consumption of energy (around 40%) for the maintenance of the cellular integrity and the 
electrochemical gradients, synthesis of proteins, lipids and carbohydrates and neurotransmitters 
management; besides there is a “functional” consumption (60%) for the electrical activity of the 
neurons2. 
 
In physiological conditions, there is an excellent flow–metabolism coupling whereby CMRO2 is 
directly related to CBF and the arterio-jugular differences in oxygen content (AVDO2). The lack 
of storage of substrates and the high metabolic rate of the brain accounts for the organ’s 
sensitivity to hypoxia. CBF and oxygen consumption thresholds identified for ischemic and 
irreversible injuries are 18 mL (100 g brain tissue)−1 min−1and 1.0 mL (100 g brain tissue)−1 
min−1, respectively4. 
 
Optimal cerebral perfusion is essential to avoiding tissue ischemia and overperfusion. There are 
two common theories to explain the relationship between cerebral perfusion and systemic 
hemodynamics. The first is based on an analogy to Ohm’s law regarding the relationship 
between resistance, pressure, and flow: ‘organ perfusion (flow) depends on arterial blood 
pressure (ABP) and cerebrovascular resistance (CVR)’. The other is based on the distribution of 
the cardiac output (CO): ‘the blood flow of the brain is a portion of the CO that is determined 
by the value of CO and the percentage of share based on the brain’s metabolic need’1. 
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Application of the Ohm’s law to cerebrovascular haemodynamics translates to the following 
equation, where CPP stands for ‘cerebral perfusion pressure’: 
 

CBF = 	
CPP
CVR

 

 
The driving pressure in most organs is the difference between arterial and venous pressure. 
However, the pressure perfusing the brain (CPP) is the difference between mean arterial 
pressure (MAP) and either the intracranial pressure (ICP) or the pressure within the cerebral 
veins (whichever is greater)5. As the brain lies in a closed cavity, when ICP is elevated there is a 
collapse of the bridging pial veins and venous sinuses, which then act as Starling resistors. 
Therefore, coupling between the ICP and pressure in bridging and cortical veins provides the 
basis for this definition of CPP6. 
 
CVR is influenced in physiologic states by constriction and dilatation of the arterioles in the 
brain. In pathologic states, focal changes in resistance can be seen immediately behind an area 
of significant stenosis. 
 
The main goal of brain cerebrovascular haemodynamics is to keep CBF stable despite possible 
alterations in CPP and CVR. The interaction of different physiological mechanisms is 
responsible of this goal.  
 
 
 
1.1.1  Regulation of cerebral blood flow 

 
CBF is rigorously regulated by a set of powerful mechanisms to safeguard the matching of 
cerebral metabolic demand and supply. Classically these mechanisms have been considered to 
be cerebral autoregulation, neurovascular coupling and cerebrovascular carbon dioxide (and 
oxygen) reactivity. However, actual evidence shows that also an alteration in cardiac output, 
either acutely or chronically, may lead to a change in CBF that is independent of other CBF-
regulating parameters including blood pressure and carbon dioxide7.  
 

 

1.1.1.1 Cerebral autoregulation 

 
Cerebral blood flow autoregulation is the intrinsic ability of the cerebral vasculature to maintain 
a stable blood flow for a given magnitude of cerebral metabolic rate despite fluctuations in 
mean arterial blood pressure. Under normal circumstances, CBF is regulated mainly through 
changes in arteriolar diameter, which, in turn, drive changes in CVR in accordance with 
Poiseuille’s Law. Decreases in ABP (or CPP) result in cerebral arteriolar vasodilation, while 
elevations induce vasoconstriction. 
 
This homeostatic mechanism was first demonstrated by Fog (1937) in cats8,9 but it was not 
accepted until 1959 when Lassen described this phenomenon using the classic triphasic 
autoregulation curve which was constructed from CBF measurements in several different 
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human studies using Kety and Schmidt’s nitrous oxide method10. 
 
Various neurogenic (through pial vessels innervation)11, myogenic (changes in arteriolar 
transmural pressure)12 and metabolic pathways (involving nitric oxide and adenosine)13 have 
been involved in mediation of cerebral vasomotor reactions, but the exact molecular 
mechanisms still remain elusive14. 
 
As shown in figure 1-1, cerebral autoregulation is visualized as a correlation plot of CBF (axis 
of ordinate) against CPP or ABP (axis of abscissas). 
 
 
Figure 1-1. Classical curve of cerebral autoregulation (also known as Lassen’s curve)10.  CBF is 
maintained through active changes in vascular diameter of the arterioles despite fluctuations in 
CPP. The three elements of the resulting curve are (1) the lower limit, LLA; (2) the upper limit, 
ULA; and (3) the plateau. The lower and upper limits are the two inflection points indicating the 
boundary of pressure-independent flow (the plateau) and the start of pressure-passive flow. 
Reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, 
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 
 

 
 
 
As we see in figure 1-1, the most quoted are a LLA of 50 mm Hg, an ULA of 150 mmHg, and 
the plateau (CBF) around 45-50mL (100 g brain tissue)−1 min−1. Below the LLA, CBF would be 
completely dependent on MAP (or CPP) with the consequent risk of cerebral ischemia. On the 
other hand, above the ULA we would have the same condition (CBF directly dependent on 
MAP or CPP) but in this case the risks would be related to the damage of the blood-brain barrier 
and the consequent risk for oedema or even bleeding. 
 
However, these classical reference numbers are the means of various groups of subjects in 
different studies, without any note of the standard deviations or range of distribution10,11. That 
explains why these inflection points are usually represented as “sharp points” instead of a more 
physiological round “shoulder” limits as seen in figure 1-1. Also the flat plateau (zero tilt) of 
the autoregulation curve is an idealized drawing, as it may execute on a slightly tilted plateau 
different to pressure-passive flow15. 
 
There is a wide range of interindividual and study-to-study variations regarding these LLA and 
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ULA in health and disease, and published figures in humans vary considerably16. Experts in the 
field remark the importance of individualizing these limits or, as a reference for clinical 
practice, consider a theoretical LLA with a 75% of the MAP value taken as a reference. 
Cerebral hypoperfusion symptoms could be expected when MAP of the patient would become 
about 40-50% of the initial reference value17. 
 
The position of the LLA also depends on the mechanism of hypotension. If it is related to 
vasodilating drugs (i.e. low sympathetic tone), the LLA will shift more to the left compared to 
cases related to hypovolemia (due to the generalized increment of the sympathetic tone in this 
last group)18. 
 
The cerebral autoregulation curve is shifted to the right in patients with chronic arterial 
hypertension. As both upper (ULA) and lower (LLA) limits are shifted, CBF becomes more 
pressure-dependent at low “normal” arterial pressures in return for cerebral protection at higher 
arterial pressures. Studies suggest that long-term (over 1 year) antihypertensive therapy can 
restore cerebral autoregulation limits towards normal19. 
 

 
 
Cerebrovascular autoregulation can be thought of as comprising both fast (dynamic) and slow 
(static) components in terms of the changes in CVR in response to changes in pulsatile and 
mean CPP, respectively20.  Measurement of cerebral autoregulation is a complicated process. 
Besides the technical limitations there are many physiological variables that can affect the CBF 
either directly or through metabolic coupling.  
 
• Static cerebrovascular autoregulation (sCA) 

 
Static measurements evaluate the change in CVR in response to the pharmacological 
manipulation of MAP allowing sufficient time for the flow and pressure to plateau. In fact, the 
static rate of autoregulation (SRoR) is calculated by measuring CBF at two stable blood 
pressure levels, and determining the ratio of change in the two parameters; that is, the 
percentage change in CVR divided by the percentage change in MAP (or CPP if available, see 
figure 1-2). 
 

𝑆𝑅𝑜𝑅 = 	
%	𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒	𝑖𝑛	𝐶𝑉𝑅
%	𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒	𝑖𝑛	𝐶𝑃𝑃 

 
If CVR does not change with change in CPP (or MAP), autoregulation is said to be impaired. 
 
Static measurements are considered the gold standard for testing cerebrovascular autoregulation. 
The best approach is to measure it with direct perfusion methods, such as 133Xe clearance, 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) scan, which all 
enable calculation of absolute CBF values.  

Considering all these facts, the autoregulation curve conceived by Lassen is not a ‘one-
size-fits-all’ phenomenon; rather, its position and shape may change following changes in 
pertinent physiological and medical conditions. 
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Figure 1-2. Static rate of cerebral autoregulation (SRoR). The figure shows assessment of 
SRoR during pharmacological-induced hypertension. It is calculated as percentage change of 
CVR divided by the percentage change in CPP. a) Direct CBF measurement and SRoR 
calculation using a PET scan. Noradrenaline was infused to increase CPP. b) SRoR calculated 
with a CBF surrogate (transcranial Doppler). ABP was increased with injection of a vasopressor 
(phenylephrine, light blue bar). Right side CBF velocity (dark blue) responded positively and 
left side (in yellow) negatively. Left side SRoR was 120% (preserved) and right side SRoR was 
64% (altered). Reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University 
Neurosurgery Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 
 

 
 
 
However, despite being quantitative and providing results that are simple to interpret, these 
techniques have several drawbacks. First, assessment of CBF at two steady states can provide 
information about the long-term (outcome) performance of cerebral autoregulation but not the 
dynamic process itself16. Furthermore, as use of these techniques requires pharmacological 
induction of changes in ABP, they are not suitable for critically ill patients in whom blood-
pressure stimuli may be undesirable, nor for sequential monitoring14. 
 
 
• Dynamic cerebrovascular autoregulation (dCA) 
 
Described as a concept in 1989 by Aaslid et al, it refers to the fast component of 
cerebrovascular autoregulation that tends to be affected earlier than sCA and in consequence is 
more vulnerable to a variety of insults21. 
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For practical reasons including availability and the capacity to measure blood flow 
continuously, surrogate markers of CBF have been frequently measured and adopted for 
monitoring dCA. Such methods include transcranial Doppler (TCD), laser Doppler flowmetry 
(LDF), partial pressure of brain tissue oxygen (pbtO2) and thermal-diffusion regional CBF, as 
well as near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) technologies14. These surrogate measurements place 
emphasis on the dynamic process (fast component) of autoregulatory reactions- that is, changes 
that occur within seconds after a fall or rise in perfusion pressure.  
 
Owing to the heterogeneity of these modalities, both in terms of the nature of the monitored 
parameter as well as their spatial characteristics (white matter versus grey matter, and unilateral 
versus bilateral), interpretation of results is often challenging.  
 
In contrast to calculation of the SRoR, no uniform and accepted method exists for calculation of 
dCA16; however, they can be broadly divided into those that require a short blood-pressure 
stimulus and those that rely on spontaneous fluctuations of blood pressure, which are less 
invasive. 
 
Measurement with blood-pressure stimulus (figure 1-3): 
 

• Transient hyperemic response test (THRT): originally described by Giller et al, it uses 
TCD to determine the magnitude of the increase in CBF velocity that occurs after the 
common carotid artery is relieved from a brief period of compression (5 seconds)22. The 
observed hyperaemia is a consequence and manifestation of autoregulatory 
vasodilatation that occurs during compression; lack of a hyperaemic response, 
therefore, is suggestive of dysautoregulation. Similar reactions can also be evoked using 
NIRS-derived parameters. 

 
• Thigh-cuff deflation method: described by Aaslid et al, it uses systemic hypotension 

induced by deflation of a previously inflated thigh cuff21. This hypotension is 
accompanied by a sudden drop in CBF velocity (measured with TCD) with subsequent 
recovery, which is again a manifestation of autoregulatory vasodilatation and 
decreasing CVR. The rate of recovery can be calculated and used as an index of 
autoregulation: fast recovery indicates functional autoregulation. 

 
The fact that the observer controls the exact time and grade of the stimulation imparts precision 
to these techniques, as stimuli can be graded to create a favourable signal-to-noise ratio16.  
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Figure 1-3. Dynamic cerebral autoregulation (dCA) assessed with short-lived blood pressure 
stimulus. a) Transient hyperaemic response test with a 5 seconds compression (*) and then 
release (**) of the common carotid artery. Intact autoregulation (left) shows a positive 
hyperemic response of blood FV measured with TCD in the middle cerebral artery. When 
autoregulation is impaired (right), no hyperaemic response is seen. b) Thigh-cuff test: following 
rapid deflation of a thigh cuff (black arrow), intact autoregulation leads to rapid return of FV to 
baseline preceding normalization of ABP (left). Impaired autoregulation shows a slow return of 
FV to baseline (right). Reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University 
Neurosurgery Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Noninvasive measurements (figure 1-4).  
 
Methods are available that enable continuous autoregulation monitoring relying on the 
observation of spontaneous responses of CBF to spontaneous ABP fluctuations without the 
requirement of external stimuli. Hemodynamic oscillations with a period between 20 seconds 
and 3 minutes (the so called ‘slow waves’) are the best inputs for this assessment16.  
 
These methods are based on waveform analysis as the signal-to-noise ratio and subsequent 
precision is less favourable than in the testing methods previously explained. This loss of 
precision is compensated by the ability to repeat the measurements frequently and 
autoregulation is calculated continuously by assessment of either the speed or the direction of 
changes in any of the surrogate markers of CBF in relation to the speed or direction of the ABP 
change. Again, large heterogeneities exist in methods to calculate autoregulatory parameters, 
and such variability has particular importance when assessment of autoregulation is based on 
spontaneous fluctuations (figure 1-4). 
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• Time-based methods assess the correlation between ABP and surrogate markers of 
CBF, and follow the concept that in a passive system (such as autoregulatory failure), 
the correlation between these two parameters will be high23. 
 

• Frequency-based methods involve application of a mathematical-transfer function 
analysis and assess the phase relationship (‘phase-shift’= which variable changes 
before which) between fluctuations of ABP and surrogate markers of CBF within a 
defined frequency band. In this model, a near-zero phase shift indicates passivity and 
impaired autoregulation, while a negative phase shift (indicating surrogate CBF changes 
before ABP) indicates intact autoregulation24,25. 

 
 
Figure 1-4. Dynamic cerebral autoregulation assessed with spontaneous fluctuations of blood 
pressure. a) Spontaneous ABP and FV fluctuations (arrows); b) Time-based methods determine 
the moving correlation coefficient between ABP and FV; c) Frequency-based methods single 
out the slow waves with filters and measures the phase shift angle between both signals (high 
phase-shift = preserved autoregulation on the right side-FVr, low phase-shift = impaired 
autoregulation on the left side-FVl). Modified from Budohoski KP et al. Nat. Rev. Neurol. 2013, 
(9): 152-63.  
 

 
 
 
Currently, TCD remains the most commonly used non-invasive method for monitoring 
surrogate markers of CBF. As TCD measures CBF velocity and only in a particular artery, 
commonly the middle cerebral artery (MCA), this may introduce a source of inaccuracy26.  
Nevertheless, TCD has been extensively validated both for estimating CBF sufficiency and for 
monitoring autoregulation27. 
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NIRS is gaining recognition as a non-invasive method to monitor cerebral autoregulation as it 
has been shown to accurately reflect the dynamic changes in CBF28. Experimental work using a 
piglet model of induced hypotension demonstrated that NIRS-based assessment of 
autoregulation was reliable and correlated well with more-established invasive methods29. 
However, a particular limitation for NIRS is that is prone to extracranial contamination of the 
signal, particularly when extracranial tissue is extensively swollen (e.g. after neurosurgery)30. 
 
Although in general there is a good concordance between static and dynamic cerebrovascular 
autoregulation testing, sCA is more robust than dCA as the former is not affected by latency 
changes31. 
 
 
1.1.1.2 Cerebrovascular carbon dioxide and oxygen reactivity 

 
The execution of cerebral autoregulation relies on the robust cerebrovascular reactivity that 
engenders dilation to a decrease in CPP and constriction to an increase in CPP. However, 
carbon dioxide (CO2) is a largely known powerful modulator of cerebral vasomotor tone and 
through changes in arterial blood CO2 partial pressure (PaCO2) has a major influence in the 
regulation of CBF32,33. 
 
At a normal ABP, a change in PaCO2 exerts a profound effect on cerebral perfusion with a 2-
4% linear change in CBF for every 1-mmHg change in PaCO2

34. Carbon dioxide diffuses 
rapidly across the blood-brain barrier, increases the concentration of extracellular fluid H+ ions, 
and causes vasodilation35. However, the arteriolar tone modifies the effects of PaCO2 on CBF, 
and severe hypotension can abolish the ability of the cerebral circulation to respond to PaCO2 
changes36. 
 
Hypercapnia increases CBF by cerebral vasodilation. As a consequence, the plateau of the 
Lassen’s autoregulation curve is progressively shifted upward and shortened, the lower limit 
(LLA) is shifted rightward, and the upper limit (ULA) is shifted leftward (figure 1-5, left). The 
extent of these changes depends on the balance between the severity of hypercapnia and the 
buffering capacity of the sympathetic nervous activity. At severe hypercapnia, when cerebral 
resistance vessels are maximally dilated, the plateau is lost and the pressure-flow relationship is 
linear33. 
During hypercarbia, vasodilation occurs in the normal cerebral vasculature. As a consequence, 
cerebral blood flow steal may happen as there is a decreased blood flow in relatively ischemic 
areas of the brain as a result of hypercarbia-induced vasodilation in non-ischemic areas37.  
 
Conversely, hypocapnia decreases CBF due to cerebral vasoconstriction and results in the 
plateau descending to lower CBF with an unremarkable change of the LLA38 (figure 1-5, 
right). However, how the upper limit moves is not clear and different speculations have been 
stated33. In this case, vasoconstriction in the normal areas of the brain induced by hypocapnia 
can redistribute blood to ischemic areas, the so called inverse steal (or ‘Robin Hood’) 
phenomenon39.  
 
Within physiological limits, arterial blood oxygen partial pressure (PaO2) does not affect CBF. 
Hypoxia-induced cerebral vasodilation begins to rise CBF when PaO2 falls to 50 mmHg and 
roughly increases two-fold at a PaO2 of 30 mmHg because of tissue hypoxia and concomitant 
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lactic acidosis. Hyperoxia may be associated with only minimal decreases (<10%) in CBF. 
Therefore oxygen regulates CBF both alone and via an integrated mechanism that involves 
interplay with CO2, perfusion pressure, and maybe other physiological processes35.  
 
 
Figure 1-5. Effect of hypercapnia (left) and hypocapnia (right) on cerebral autoregulation. 
Autoregulation curves are in black at normocapnia, red at hypercapnia and blue at hypocapnia. 
Cerebral resistance vessels are drawn in red and R = calibers of the vessels. A = curve below the 
LL of autoregulation (LL), B = the plateau at normocapnia (B0), mild hypercapnia or 
hypocapnia (B1) and severe hypercapnia or hypocapnia (B2); C = the curve above the upper 
limit (UL) at normocapnia (C0), mild hypercapnia or hypocapnia (C1) and severe hypercapnia or 
hypocapnia (C2). Taken from Meng L et al. Anesthesiology 2015, 122 (1): 196-205. 
 
 

 
 
 
1.1.1.3 Flow-metabolism neurovascular coupling and hypothermia 
 
Increases in local neuronal activity are accompanied by increases in regional cerebral metabolic 
rate. Until recently, increases in regional CBF (rCBF) and oxygen consumption produced 
during such functional activation were thought to be closely coupled to the CMR of utilization 
of both oxygen (CMRO2) and glucose. 
 
However, recent research has shown that the key mechanism responsible for the rCBF increase 
during functional activation is a tight coupling (a linear relationship), between rCBF and 
glucose metabolism. On the other side, oxygen metabolism only increases to a minor degree, 
causing an uncoupling of rCBF and oxidative metabolism40.   
 
The disproportionate increase in glucose utilization leads to regional anaerobic glucose 
utilization with a consequent decrease in oxygen extraction ratio. Functional recruitment of 
capillaries attempting to accommodate the cerebral tissue's increased demand for glucose supply 
during neural activation and recent evidence supporting a key function for astrocytes in rCBF 
regulation are the mechanisms involved41. 
 
Hypothermia is known to reduce both the active and the basal components of metabolism, 
thereby increasing the period of ischemia tolerated. The cerebral metabolic rate (CMRO2) 
decreases by 5-7% for each 1ºC fall in body temperature42 while pyrexia has the reverse effect. 
Accordingly, there is a parallel reduction in CBF with the decrease in cerebral metabolic rate43.	  
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1.1.1.4 Cardiac Output 
 
A recent review of the overall evidence shows that, even though the ABP remains stable or 
within the autoregulatory range, acute or chronic alterations in cardiac output (CO) lead to a 
change in CBF that is independent of other CBF-regulating parameters including ABP and 
CO2

7. This is a clinically relevant issue because both acute and chronic changes in CO are 
frequently encountered in clinical care. CO contributes to the regulation of CBF likely via the 
sympathetic nervous activity, with or without the renin–angiotensin system depending on the 
acuteness or chronicity of change (figure 1-6). 
 
Although there are methodological heterogeneities between studies with some inconsistent 
results there seems to be a causal relationship between acute changes in CO and CBF, where 
each percentage of change in CO would correspond to a 0.35% change in CBF7. The speculative 
involved mechanism would be a change in CVR due to the sympathetic innervation of the 
cerebral resistance vessels incurred by central blood volume alterations, as ABP remained 
relatively stable. During acute central blood volume alteration, the extent of the CBF change is 
much smaller (about one third) than the change in peripheral regional blood flow probably due 
to the concomitant protective effects of the other previously explained CBF-regulating 
mechanisms44 and to the redistribution of flow from the periphery to the brain due to a major 
role of the sympathetic nervous system in the peripheral tissues vascular beds. 
 
On the other hand, there is also extensive evidence showing that CBF is reduced in patients 
diagnosed with chronically reduced CO due to chronic heart failure compared to healthy 
controls. The extent of the CBF reduction correlates with the severity of the chronic heart 
failure assessed using New York Heart Association functional classification45 and the left 
ventricular ejection fraction46. 
 

 
The mechanism underlying the CBF reduction in patients with chronic heart failure is unclear 
but likely related to the neurohormonal activation incurred by a failing heart (figure 1-6). The 
hyperactivity of both the sympathetic nervous system and the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone 
axis provokes vasoconstriction of not only the peripheral vascular beds but also the cerebral 
vascular bed. This relentless cerebral hypoperfusion and neurohormonal hyperactivity likely 
contribute to the dysfunction of the neurovascular unit increasing the risk of cognitive 
dysfunction, abnormal brain aging and Alzheimer’s disease7. 
 
The lesser extent to which CBF changes compared with that of CO or peripheral blood flow 
during acute or chronic CO alterations can be explained by the fact that the extent to which CBF 
is changed is determined by the integrated effect of all CBF-regulating mechanisms (figure 1-
6). Other powerful CBF-regulating mechanisms unrelated to CO may buffer the effect of CO on 
CBF, causing a lesser flow change in the brain compared with the organs that are not influenced 
by these mechanisms. 
 

In both acute and chronic CO reduction on CBF, the differential extent of vasoconstriction of 
different vascular beds shunts the flow from the periphery to the brain resulting in a lesser extent 
of CBF reduction than both the CO and the peripheral blood flow. 
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Unfortunately, studies on the association between CO and CBF in patients with varying 
neurologic (vasospasm, ischemic stroke), medical (sepsis, hepatic failure) and surgical 
conditions (cardiac surgery, neurosurgery, head injuries) are confounded by methodologic 
limitations. The use of vasoactive drugs is a remarkable aspect, as vasoactive agents that 
primarily increase ABP such as phenylephrine or norepinephrine may have unpredictable 
effects on CO. In contrast, dobutamine and volume augmentation can increase the CO but not 
necessarily ABP. The effect of a vasopressor on CBF likely depends on the drug being used, the 
disease state, and the functional status of the regulatory mechanisms of brain perfusion. 
However, it seems that interventions that enhance cardiac performance may improve perfusion 
of the ischemic brain, especially in patients with impaired cardiac function.   
 
 
1.1.1.5 Integrated Regulation of cerebral blood flow 
 
Meng and colleagues recently proposed a revised conceptual framework of the integrated 
regulation of brain perfusion in order to consider all CBF-regulating mechanisms with the 
effects of blood pressure and CO on brain perfusion in one concordant context7. This was an 
important consideration because blood pressure and CO are related but different systemic 
hemodynamic parameters, and they may change simultaneously but exerting distinctive effects 
on brain perfusion47 (figure 1-6). 
 
The autoregulatory curve should be regarded as a dynamic process, meaning that its shape, 
plateau, and the lower and upper limits may change depending on the integrated effect of these 
CBF-regulating mechanisms including the CO. As CBF regulation is multifactorial, these 
various processes, no matter how distinctive, must exert their effects simultaneously on the 
cerebral resistance vessels and jointly generate only one consequence that is the extent of the 
CVR. Different mechanisms may affect different segments of these cerebral resistance vessels 
(i.e. sympathetic stimulation constricts large cerebral arteries, whereas an increase in ABP 
constricts the arterioles). 
 
Therefore, how CBF is affected after a change in any of the regulatory processes depends on 
how these mechanisms are integrated. Different mechanisms likely have different degrees of 
regulatory power likely determined by the physiologic priority in the context of the clinical 
situation. The one with the major regulatory power plays a dominant role, whereas one with 
minor power plays a smaller role. 
 
The effect of CO on CBF can be appreciated within the framework of cerebral autoregulation. 
When CO is decreased, the plateau descends slightly reflecting the smaller decrease in CBF, 
and vice versa. However, how the lower and upper limits of the Lassen’s curve are changed and 
whether the plateau tilts when the CO is altered is still unknown.  
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Figure 1-6. Integrated regulation of brain perfusion. The calibre of the resistance vessels is 
determined by the interaction of different physiological mechanisms of CBF regulation: 1) 
cardiac output (CO) via sympathetic nervous activity (SNA) and renin–angiotensin–aldosterone 
system (RAA); 2) ABP and CPP via cerebrovascular autoregulation; 3) cerebral metabolic 
activity (neurovascular coupling); 4) cerebrovascular reactivity to CO2 and O2. The plateau of 
the curve shifts downward when CO is reduced and upward when is augmented. The position of 
the plateau is determined by the caliber (R, high-normal-low) of the cerebral resistance vessels. 
Taken from Meng et al. Anesthesiology 2015, (123): 1198-208. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
1.1.2 Monitoring cerebral blood flow 

 
As previously stated, the best approach to measure CBF is with the aid of direct perfusion 
methods, such as 133Xe clearance, MRI or PET, which all enable calculation of absolute CBF 
values. 
Nevertheless, for practical reasons including availability and the capacity to measure CBF 
continuously at the bedside, different methods that measure surrogate measurements of CBF 
have been adopted along the last 3 decades. Among them the thermal-diffusion rCBF monitors 
may quantify perfusion in absolute physiological units [mL (100 g brain tissue)−1 min−1], but it’s 
an invasive technology and signals show lot of fluctuations that seem to be artificial48. With 
similar intentions, laser-Doppler flowmetry was largely investigated years ago but now is rarely 
used in clinical practice as it is invasive, indirect and has a biological zero49.  
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A special mention must be made regarding jugular venous bulb oximetry, frequently used as a 
bedside measure of global cerebral oxygen delivery and extraction and as a tool to estimate 
adequacy of the global CBF. As CBF and metabolism (CMRO2) are usually coupled, during a 
period of stable cerebral metabolism, CBF can be estimated from the arterio-venous (jugular) 
oxygen content difference across the cerebral circulation (AVDO2). 
 

𝐴𝑉𝐷𝑂: = 	
𝐶𝑀𝑅𝑂:
𝐶𝐵𝐹

 

 
As a consequence, AVDO2 may be considered a measurement of the flow-metabolism 
coupling50. 
 
Near infrared spectroscopy is a noninvasive optical monitoring technique that utilizes infrared 
light to estimate brain tissue oxygenation and provide indirect information about CBF. Infrared 
light is emitted from light emitting diodes and detected by phosphodiode optodes placed over 
the scalp of the frontal lobes. However, NIRS technique and normative saturation values vary 
among the different manufactured monitors making both comparisons and interpretations 
difficult. But technology is still evolving, and besides these recognized limitations it may 
provide a bedside tool for an accurate measure of CBF in the near future30. 
 
Nevertheless, among all the described techniques TCD has established itself as a reference 
monitor due to its very good dynamical response while being non-invasive. TCD is the only 
diagnostic tool that can provide continuous reliable information about cerebral haemodynamics 
in real time and over extended periods.  
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1.1.3  Transcranial Doppler 

 
TCD is a non-invasive bedside monitor that uses a Doppler transducer to measure red blood 
cells (RBC) velocity and pulsatility of the CBF in the circle of Willis large basal cerebral 
arteries. Its first use in neurology was reported in 1982 by Aaslid and colleagues, mainly to 
detect and monitor vasospasm after subarachnoid hemorrhage51. Since then, its use has spread in 
the monitoring of various brain injuries such as acute ischemic stroke or traumatic brain injury 
(TBI)52,53. TCD has also been extensively studied in the setting of clinical brain death54. 
 
The advantages of TCD are low cost, easy availability, virtually no complications, and the 
possibility of frequent repeated examinations and continuous monitoring. It has limited ability 
to detect distal branches of intracranial vessels and being a “blind procedure” its accuracy relies 
on the knowledge and experience of the explorer.  
 
Ultrasound examination of a vessel is referred to as insonation. The TCD probe is placed over 
different “acoustic windows” that are specific areas of skull where there is no bone or the 
cranial bone is thin. The transtemporal window is the most commonly used to insonate anterior, 
middle and posterior cerebral arteries. It should be noted that 8-10% of the population does not 
have an adequate acoustic window55. The other ultrasonic windows are transorbital for the 
carotid siphon, suboccipital for the basilar and vertebral arteries, and submandibular for the 
more distal portions of the extracranial internal carotid artery. 
 
 
Principle of transcranial Doppler 
 
TCD does not allow direct visualization of insonated vessels (as with “duplex” devices), rather 
it is an indirect evaluation based on the physical principle described in 1842 by Christian 
Doppler56. 
 
As it can be seen in figure 1-7, TCD uses low frequency focused pulsed wave probes to 
insonate the major cerebral vessels. This TCD probe emits an ultrasonic beam with a known 
low frequency of 2 MHz, referred to as f0 and propagation speed c towards the moving target, in 
this case RBCs. This ultrasonic beam is produced from piezo-electric crystals that have been 
stimulated electrically and crosses the skull at the “acoustic windows”. This beam bounces off 
the moving erythrocytes (the echo perceived) within the insonated artery at an altered 
frequency, fe, which is dependent on the velocity of the RBCs. The difference between the 
reflected and the transmitted sound frequencies is called the “Doppler shift” or “Doppler effect” 
(fd), and this enables the detection of tissue motion and blood flow velocities. 

 
𝑓? = 𝑓@−𝑓B 
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Figure 1-7. TCD employs a 2-MHz ultrasound probe because skull bone attenuates about 90% 
of the waves and attenuation is lower for the low frequencies. This signal is reflected from the 
moving RBCs of the middle cerebral artery (MCA) with a positive or negative frequency shift 
(Doppler shift). The faster the erythrocytes are moving, the higher Doppler shift. Modified and 
reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, 
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 

 
 

 
 
 

The complex signals resulting from the reflections of moving RBC are received by the 
transducer and converted to an electric signal that is processed with the use of spectral analysis 
into individual velocities by a method called Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain a 
waveform that allows accurate determination of blood flow velocities and direction of flow. The 
flow velocity of the RBC is calculated as  

 

𝐹𝑉 = 	
𝑐×𝑓?
2×𝑓B

	

 
But as the FV determined by TCD is dependent on the cosine of the angle of insonation, then  

 

𝐹𝑉 = 	
𝑐×𝑓?

2×𝑓B×𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽
	

 
where q is the angle between the direction of the ultrasonic beam and the direction of the CBF 
(figure 1-7). Hence, at 0º the TCD-calculated and the “real” velocity are equal (as cosine of 0º = 
1). But the anatomic limitations related to the insonation of the transtemporal window (most 
commonly used to insonate anterior, middle and posterior cerebral arteries) only allow signal 
captures at narrow angles (<30º) minimizing the error to <15%57. 
 
As TCD measures RBC velocity and not flow, changes in flow velocity (FV) only represent true 
changes in CBF when both the angle of insonation and the diameter of the vessel insonated 
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remain constant. There is controversial evidence about changes in the diameter of the middle 
cerebral artery (MCA) with changes in ABP, PaCO2, or the use of anesthetic or vasoactive 
agents58,59. Provided these limitations are recognized, this technique can be utilized as a 
surrogate marker of CBF. 
 
 
Practical applications of transcranial Doppler 

 
The TCD system displays information as a velocity-time waveform. The peak systolic (FVs) 
and the end-diastolic (FVd) blood flow velocities are measured from the waveform display 
(figure 1-8). Classically it’s been considered that FVd reflects the degree of downstream 
vascular resistance, whereas FVs depends on upstream determinants such as CO, ABP and 
carotid blood flow. The flow velocity waveform is determined by the ABP waveform, the 
viscoelastic properties of the elastic bed, and blood rheology.  
 
 
Figure 1-8. Pulsed wave TCD spectrum (or sonogram) for three cardiac cycles from the middle 
cerebral artery (MCA). Vsys = systolic blood flow velocity; Vdia = diastolic blood flow 
velocity; Vmean = mean blood flow velocity. Modified and reproduced with permission from 
the Brain Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, 
UK. 
 
 

 
 
 
Main information from the TCD is derived from the following calculated parameters: 

 
• Mean flow velocity (FVm) calculated as follows: 

 

𝐹𝑉𝑚	 = 	
𝐹𝑉𝑠 + (𝐹𝑉𝑑	×	2)

3
 

 
The range of normal values for adults was determined by Aaslid et al.51. The different 
arteries can be identified according to the insonated acoustic window, the transducer 
position, depth, direction of blood flow, their Doppler spectra (velocities) and their 
response to carotid compression60. 
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• Waveform pulsatility  

 
Classically it has been stated that the pulsatility of the FV waveform reflects the distal 
CVR in the absence of vessel stenosis, vasospasm, arterial hypotension, or profound 
anemia60. Different indices have been defined as descriptors of this physical property.   
 

 
1.1.3.1 Pulsatility index definition 
 
The Gosling pulsatility index (PI) describes changes in the morphology of the flow velocity 
(FV) waveform. Defined in 1974, it is a relationship between the difference of systolic flow 
velocity (FVs) and diastolic flow velocity (FVd) divided by mean flow velocity (FVm)61. It is 
the most frequently used TCD parameter to theoretically determine the flow resistance. Normal 
PI ranges from 0.6 to 1.1 with no significant side-to-side or cerebral interarterial differences in 
healthy conditions. A PI higher than 1.2 is being classically assumed to represent high 
resistance to CBF. 
 

𝑃𝐼	 = 	
𝐹𝑉𝑠 − 𝐹𝑉𝑑

𝐹𝑉𝑚
 

 
Spectral analysis of the TCD flow velocity signal allows the calculation of the first Fourier 
pulsatility index (also called ‘spectral’ PI, sPI) which substitutes the peak-to-peak numerator by 
the first harmonic from the spectral analysis62. According to Aaslid, this resulting index is more 
reliable than Gosling PI as f1 is not influenced by artifacts63. 
 

𝑠𝑃𝐼	 = 	
𝑓1
𝐹𝑉𝑚

 

 
The Pourcelot resistance index (RI) is another TCD parameter and it is assumed to represents 
flow resistance distal to the site of insonation64. Values below 0.75 are considered normal. 
 

𝑅𝐼	 = 	
𝐹𝑉𝑠 − 𝐹𝑉𝑑

𝐹𝑉𝑠
 

 
All three indices are theoretically independent of the angle of insonation and have no units. 
Studies have shown a strong correlation between the Gosling PI and the Pourcelot RI for all 
arteries62 and many authors consider that the three values provide an equal amount of 
information. 
 
As PI reflects both extrinsic resistance (such as during increased ICP) and intrinsic resistance 
(such as during hyperventilation), the inherent change in vascular tone with age or diabetes may 
also influence PI value65. Large pulse pressure amplitude is quite common in older patients as 
their blood vessels become stiff and lose their compliance. 
 
Indeed, the CBF velocity is a dynamic measurement reflecting the instantaneous driving 
pressure (i.e. systolic and diastolic ABP). With lowering ABP, FVs and FVd react differently, 
as it has been seen both experimentally66 and in the clinical setting (see figure 1-9), so 
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according to the PI formula, a low diastolic ABP should inevitably result in a high PI value (e.g. 
a patient with significant aortic insufficiency will have a high PI value). 
 
 
Figure 1-9. Experimental study in rabbits during haemorrhage-induced hypotension showing 
how TCD diastolic blood flow velocity (FVd) starts to fall sooner than systolic FV (FVs). The 
progressive increasing divergence between FVs and FVd increases the amplitude of pulsations 
(FVa) and, in consequence would increase the PI. Reproduced with permission from the Brain 
Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 
 

 
 
1.1.3.2 Clinical applications of pulsatility index 
 
For the last three decades many authors have investigated the usefulness of PI in the assessment 
of distal CVR, and many experimental and clinical studies in different settings have supported 
this interpretation attributing greater PI to higher CVR67. However, PI does not describe CVR 
under all circumstances68 and conclusions regarding its accuracy and reliability remain 
controversial as far as clinical decisions are concerned69,70. As an example, the role of PI in 
subarachnoid haemorrhage is discussed by some authors as it seems to correlate better with 
outcome than with TCD-diagnosed vasospasm71.  
 
Reports on the usefulness of TCD-PI to assess ICP and CPP noninvasively in different groups 
of patients are mixed72,73, but overall its value is very limited74. However, extreme values of PI 
can be used in support of a decision for invasive ICP monitoring and recent studies consider PI 
a valuable in-hospital screening tool to identify and follow up patients at risk for second 
neurologic deterioration75.  
 
Related to this, the increase in TCD-PI when CPP falls cannot be interpreted as a phenomenon 
able to indicate the lower limit of autoregulation because PI always goes up when lowering 
CPP, no matter the patient autoregulation status76. However, it has demonstrated to be a useful 
indicator of cerebral hemodynamic asymmetry and an indicator of low CPP77.   
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1.2 Intracranial Pressure 
 
The human brain (parenchymal brain tissue) weighs about 1400 grams and occupies the 
majority of the intracranial compartment (83%). Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and cerebral blood 
volume (mainly its venous content) occupy approximately 11% and 6% of intracranial volume, 
respectively6,78. Most of the intracranial blood volume (about 200 mL) is contained in the 
venous sinuses and pial veins, which constitute the capacitance vessels of the cerebral 
circulation. 

 
ICP is the force that these three elements exert inside the rigid cranial vault. According to the 
Monro-Kellie doctrine the sum of the volume of blood, CSF and brain parenchyma must remain 
constant within the fixed dimensions of the rigid non-expandable skull. In other words, the total 
volume of the intracranial compartment must remain constant if ICP is to remain constant79,80. 
 
ICP is a complex variable, consisting of four components modulated by different physiological 
mechanisms: (1) inflow and volume of arterial blood, (2) venous blood outflow, (3) CSF 
circulation, and (4) brain parenchymal (swelling) or mass lesions. The importance of ICP is not 
always associated with its absolute value, but with monitoring of its dynamics in time and with 
identifying which of these mentioned components are responsible for the observed pattern of 
intracranial hypertension. This is essential, as every component that elevates ICP requires 
different countermeasures (like short-term hyperventilation to control 1; head elevation to 
control 2; extraventricular drainage (EVD) to control 3; osmotherapy or neurosurgery to control 
component 4)81. 
 
CSF plays a major role assuring favourable mechanical conditions for the central nervous 
system. Although there is no enough volume of CSF to have the brain ‘floating’ in this fluid, the 
fact of having a continuous fluid environment equilibrates all gradients of the ICP within the 
central nervous system (according to Pascal’s law) with no risks for volume shifts or herniations 
under normal conditions6. Also, both formation and drainage of CSF are related to CSF pressure 
according to the Davson equation82. Therefore, when circulation of CSF is normal, CSF adopts 
a very important compensatory role with lumbar subarachnoid space acting as a reservoir83.  
 
The cerebrospinal pressure-volume curve is nonlinear and expresses the compensatory 
reserve84,85. Three parts of the ICP-volume curve can be described (figure 1-9). The curve is flat 
at lower intracranial volumes, meaning ICP remains low and stable despite changes in 
intracranial volume. This is due to good compensatory mechanisms as the venous blood and 
CSF pools are considered to have the highest compliances of all compartments and are the first 
to be affected by raising ICP. However, when these compensatory reserves are reduced or 
exhausted, the curve rapidly turns exponentially upwards. This part of the curve represents a 
phase of low compensatory reserve, where ICP increases considerably, even with relatively 
small increases in intracranial volume. At the end, at high levels of ICP, the curve flattens again, 
and ICP approximates to the mean arterial blood pressure (ABP). A further increase in ICP 
leads to a collapse of the cerebral arterial bed6. 
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Figure 1-9.   Cerebrospinal pressure-volume curve. Dashed lines marked as B and C determine 
the three parts of the curve described in the text. Reproduced with permission from the Brain 
Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 
 

 
 

 
Intracranial compliance is a concept that is directly related to the pressure-volume interaction, 
and it is defined as the change in volume (dV) due to a given change in pressure (dP). The 
inverse of the compliance is called elastance (dP/dV), also known as the volume-pressure 
response, and it can be described quantitatively by the pressure volume index (PVI), which is 
the volume required to raise ICP tenfold86.  Compliance decreases with increasing ICP, while 
elastance increases with rising ICP.  
 
Cerebrospinal compliance is a quite complex parameter because is the sum of the CSF space 
compliance (associated to CSF buffering capacity), arterial bed compliance and venous 
compliance. After exhaustion of all CSF buffering capacity (150-170 mL), venous blood 
volume (around 70 mL) is the next buffer, while arterial compliance is controlled by active 
modification of arterial wall smooth muscles.  
 
Normal ICP in the horizontal position tends to range between 5 and 15 mmHg, although simple 
coughing or sneezing can transiently elevate ICP to a pressure of 50 mmHg87. The limit of 
‘abnormal pressure’ depends on pathology, but in head injury current data support 20-25 mmHg 
as an upper threshold above which treatment is required for intracranial hypertension88. 
 
Different methods of monitoring ICP have been described. The “gold standard” technique to 
measure ICP is a catheter inserted into the lateral ventricle (usually via a small right frontal burr 
hole) and connected to a closed external drainage system with an attached pressure transducer. 
The reference point for the external pressure transducer is the foramen of Monro, which in 
practice is equated to the external auditory meatus.  
 
The reason for them to be considered the gold standard is related to previously mentioned 
Pascal’s principle (or the principle of transmission of fluid-pressure), a principle in fluid 
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mechanics that states that “a pressure change occurring anywhere in a confined incompressible 
fluid (as CSF in this case) in transmitted throughout the fluid such that the same change occurs 
everywhere”89. In other words, when CSF circulation is normal (an essential requirement) the 
values of ICP will be the same in the whole closed system90.  
 
The advantages of external ventricular drainages are its low cost, the possibility of repetitive 
recalibrations, the administration of intrathecal medications (e.g. urokinase-type plasminogen 
activator tissue to clear intraventricular blood clots) and that it serves as a treatment modality to 
allow drainage of CSF, which aids in lowering the ICP.  
 
Disadvantages are related to the fact of being the most invasive of all the ICP monitoring 
options. Difficulties with insertion (e.g. in patients with brain swelling and small ventricles) 
increase the risk for track hematomas resulting in further brain damage. Also intraventricular 
catheters have infection rates (2-27%) directly related to the duration of catheterization (more 
than 5 days) and the frequency of EVD manipulation (EVD sampling)91.  
 
The most common alternative would be intraparenchymal probes consisting of a thin cable with 
an electronic or fiberoptic transducer at the tip. These monitors are inserted directly in the right 
or left prefrontal area (via a small hole drilled in the frontal skull) and have very low 
complication rates (infection rates or risk of major bleeding below 2%) but a small drift of the 
zero reference may occur due to inability to recalibrate over time. Also measurements are going 
to be influenced by the presence of intraparenchymal gradients92. 
 
As a substitute for the intraparenchymal probes, subdural and epidural probes can be used, but 
the accuracy of these devices is lower limiting its use to coagulopathic patients due to its lower 
risk for intracranial haemorrhage93. 
 
Despite eventual complications that might raise from invasive monitoring (infections, brain 
tissue lesions and haemorrhage), direct methods still remain the only option if indicated88. When 
direct ICP measurement is contraindicated or not available, a reliable non-invasive method 
would have a major impact in clinical practice, at least in the early stages of treatment, when it 
could act as a screening tool. 
 
Investigations have been made in order to achieve a reliable (both in number and pattern) non-
invasive ICP monitor (nICP) and many different methods have been described (tympanic 
membrane displacement, optic nerve sheath diameter, different TCD methods, ABP pulse, 
ABP-FV transmission, evoked potentials …). Unfortunately, at this moment, all of them either 
have a significant lack of accuracy  (about  +/- 15 mmHg) or have one of these 3 problems: do 
not measure the absolute value of ICP,  have calibration problems or cannot monitor nICP 
continuously94. 
 
ICP monitoring has become a standard of care after severe traumatic brain injury (TBI); 
however, we do not yet have any class 1 evidence that ICP or more extensive haemodynamic 
monitoring improves patient outcome95. The 2016 4th Edition of the Brain Trauma Foundation 
clinical practice guidelines for adults recommend, with a level of evidence IIB, that severe TBI 
patients susceptible for treatment (Glasgow Coma Scale after resuscitation ≤ 8 and abnormal 
scan) should be managed according to continuous invasively ICP monitoring88. It is remarkable 
that ICP monitoring itself contributes little to outcome without proper interpretation and 
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secondary analysis of the observed signal. Instead, a positive outcome depends on how the data 
from the monitor are used and whether an effective treatment exists.  
 
Related to this subject, a controversial study by Chesnut et al demonstrated that there was no 
difference in primary outcome in TBI patients who received ICP monitoring96. However, while 
this trial has internal validity, it has not been externally validated and did not test whether 
treatment of ICP per se makes a difference, but rather compared two management protocols 
(patients with or without ICP monitoring)96.  
 
Anyway, many cohorts studies that included a large number of patients have demonstrated that 
an ICP value above 20 mmHg (or over 22 mmHg according to the last edition of the Brain 
Trauma Foundation [BTF] guidelines for severe TBI) is independently associated with a higher 
risk of  death and disability97. 
 
We cannot forget that monitoring must be continuous when possible because punctual 
measurements (for example manually end-hour values recorded by a nurse) may induce severe 
errors98. Also, evaluating only the trends of the mean value of ICP (mICP) alone leaves a lot of 
information besides99. As an example, reduced ICP variability may be a better outcome 
predictor than mean ICP100.  
 
 
Waveform analysis of intracranial pressure 
 
ICP is not a static value as it exhibits cyclic variation based on the superimposed effects of 
cardiac contraction, respiration and intracranial compliance. That explains why ICP waveforms 
include a complex sum of three distinct quasiperiodic components: heart rate pulse, respiratory 
waves, and slow vasogenic waves. Although these components overlap on a background of 
randomly changing mean ICP, they can be isolated and quantified using spectral analysis101. 
 
By definition, a frequency spectrum is a graph showing the intensity of individual phasic 
components plotted against their specific frequency. In the case of ICP waveform, the area 
under the curve can be used to quantify the magnitude of each specific component at their 
characteristic range (that is, heart rate 50-180 bpm, respiratory waves 8-20 cycles/min, and slow 
waves 0.3-3 cycles/min). However, if the recording is long enough they can be identified in a 
time-trend recording (Figure 1-10).   
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Figure 1-10. Intracranial pressure waveform recording: Top panel = pulse pressure waves; 
middle panel = respiratory waves; Lower panel = slow vasogenic B waves. Modified and 
reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, 
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
• Pulse pressure waveform 
 

When spectral analysis in frequency domain is performed, the pulse waveform has a 
fundamental frequency (also called first harmonic) equivalent to the heart rate, and several 
harmonic components. The amplitude of the ICP fundamental component (so called i1) is 
useful for the evaluation of various indices describing cerebrospinal dynamics. 
 
However, time-domain analysis is a good alternative as the amplitude of the fundamental 
component (i1) and peak-to-peak amplitude of ICP pulsation (AMP) during one heartbeat 
have an excellent linear relationship, so both methods seem to be equivalent.   
 
When ICP is recorded continuously we can identify the shape of the pressure pulse (Figure 
1-10). Pulsatile CSF flow can observed in the aqueduct cerebri and in the cervical region of 
the subarachnoid space83 and is undoubtedly associated with this pulse wave of CSF 
pressure, as it is related to the pulsatile arterial blood inflow and venous outflow.  
 
Pulse waveform is almost always present in recordings of ICP and includes information 
about cerebral blood stroke volume. This ICP beat-to-beat waveform consists of three 
relatively constant components analogous to the components of the arterial pulse wave that 
reflect various aspects of the cerebral vascular bed (see figure 1-11). 
 
The first peak (P1) is the percussion wave, and is derived from arterial pulsations of the 
large intracranial vessels (due to arterial pressure being transmitted from the choroid plexus 
to the ventricle). It has a sharp peak and is fairly constant in amplitude.  
The second wave (P2), also known as the tidal wave, is derived from brain elasticity, is 
much more variable in shape and amplitude, and ends on the dicrotic notch.  
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The relation between P1 and P2 provides us information on cerebrospinal compliance and 
pulse amplitude of ICP is positively related to pulse amplitude of blood flow velocity.  
The origin of the dicrotic wave (P3, not always seen) keeps being a subject of disputes, but 
it is believed to correlate with the arterial dicrotic notch (closure of the aortic valve), and 
usually tapers down to ICP diastolic position102. 
 
Under normal conditions of low ICP, the three peaks relate to each other as P1 > P2 > P3. 
But when brain compliance decreases and ICP starts to rise the ICP pulse waveform 
modifies with an increase in amplitude followed by an inversion of the P2/P1 ratio that 
eventually becomes greater than 1.0 (so P1 < P2 > P3). Therefore, continuous monitoring of 
ICP and observation of pulse waveform at bed side helps to understand the individual 
relationship between volume and pressure for each patient.  
 
 
Figure 1-11. Component peaks of the ICP waveform. Left: P1 = percussion wave; P2 = 
tidal wave; P3 = dicrotic wave. Right: inversion of the P2/P1 ratio. Modified and 
reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, 
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 
 

 
 
 
• Respiratory waves 

 
These waves are almost always present in ICP recordings and are related to the frequency of 
the respiratory cycle (usually 8-20 cycles per minute in patients on mechanical ventilation, 
figure 1-10). The pressure signal is complex as both arterial and venous factors contribute 
to their shape. 
 
 

• Slow waves 
 
All components that have a spectral representation within the frequency limits of 0.05 to 
0.0055 Hz (20 seconds-3 minutes) can be classified as slow waves101. They occur due to 
fluctuations of CBF that lead to changes in intracranial blood volume and hence in ICP. The 
origin and reason for the presence of these slow vasogenic repetitive waves is still under 
debate (a response to ABP variations, a cyclic demand of brain metabolites…). Healthy 
subjects can have small amplitude (£ 3 mmHg) slow waves, and complete absence of slow 
waves is a bad predictor in head-injured patients. On the other hand, reduced intracranial 
compliance must be suspected if amplitude increases above 8 mmHg. 
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Although slow waves are not as precisely defined as in the original swedish neurosurgeon 
Nils Lundberg’s thesis103, his descriptions had a significant impact in our understanding 
about ICP: 

o Lundberg A waves, also known as ‘plateau waves’, are pathological slow vasogenic 
waves that lead to increases in ICP up to 50-100 mm Hg, lasting from minutes to 
hours. Their particular aspects will be extensively discussed in the following section 
as they are a main subject of this thesis104. 

o B waves have lower amplitudes (< 50 mmHg) and have a repetitive character 
(frequency of 0.5-2 per minute). They are thought to be related to cerebral 
vasocycling secondary to multiple mechanisms of CBF control working together. 

o C waves occur at a rate of 4-8 min-1 with limited duration and amplitude, and have 
been documented in healthy individuals. Therefore, they are probably of little 
pathological significance6. 
 

 
 
1.3 Critical Closing Pressure 
 
Cerebral perfusion pressure is described as the difference between ABP and ICP if we assume 
that ICP represents the effective downstream pressure of the cerebral circulation. However, it 
has been shown that the real downstream pressure of the cerebral circulation is often higher than 
ICP, and this pressure has been called cerebral critical closing pressure (CCP). 
 
This CCP or zero-flow pressure is the level of ABP at which small cerebral vessels collapse and 
CBF is interrupted105. Its value is always greater than ICP, and it was first introduced and 
described by Burton in 1951 with a theoretical model suggesting that the difference between 
CCP and ICP is explained by the tone of the small cerebral vessels, so-called wall tension (WT). 
WT is related to cerebrovascular resistance. Therefore CCP for cerebrovascular circulation 
would be calculated as follows105,106:  

 
𝐶𝐶𝑃 = 𝐼𝐶𝑃 +𝑊𝑇 

 
An accurate calculation of CCP is important for different reasons. First, it helps to understand 
cerebral hemodynamic physiology. Second, it discloses the real value at which brain circulation 
would stop, helping to take clinical decisions regarding management of ABP, ICP and vascular 
tone (i.e. a low ICP may be linked to a high WT, and therefore CCP could be a sign of alarm).  
And third, because CCP value is used in several dynamic cerebral autoregulation models107. 
 
However, traditional methods for estimating CCP from TCD assume linearity between ABP and 
CBF and underestimate CCP values. Also, these classic methods occasionally render negative 
values with no clear physiological interpretation108 and mean a clear methodological 
limitation107,109. 
 
Some of this methods included TCD-ABP pulse-waveform-based methods, as the one proposed 
by Michel109 that stated that 

𝐶𝐶𝑃 = 𝐴𝐵𝑃 − 𝐴1
𝐹𝑉
𝐹1
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where A1 and F1 are the pulse amplitudes of the fundamental harmonics of ABP and FV 
waveforms, obtained from the fast Fourier transform (FFT).  
Aiming to overcome these drawbacks, Varsos et al recently described a multiparameter 
impedance-based mathematical model for an reliable calculation of CCP110.   
 
Resistance is a concept used for direct current, whereas impedance is the alternating current 
equivalent. In Varsos model, impedance is used instead of resistance, based on the pulsatile 
characteristics of the cerebral circulation. A simplified electrical model of the cerebrovascular 
bed was described with arterial compliance (Ca) and resistance (Ra or CVR) set in parallel, such 
that the impedance to flow is considered as a function of heart rate. The introduction of 
parameters describing the cerebral circulation aids in the understanding of factors influencing 
the dynamics of CCP. The CCP values obtained with this method are physiologically 
understandable and more meaningful110. 
 
 

𝐶𝐶𝑃 = 𝐴𝐵𝑃 −	
𝐶𝑃𝑃

𝑅𝑎×𝐶𝑎×𝐻𝑅×2𝜋 :V + 1
 

 
where CPP = ABP - ICP, Ca is the pulsatile compliance of the cerebral arterial bed, Ra is 
cerebrovascular resistance, and HR denotes heart rate (beat/second). Although Ca and Ra 
cannot be measured directly, they can be estimated using TCD blood FV and ABP and CPP 
waveforms according to a complex mathematical algorithm111,112.  
 
This new multiparameter model takes into account the cerebrovascular time constant (also 
called TAU) of the cerebral circulation. This is a concept derived from the electrical circuits, 
and it is calculated as the product of cerebrovascular compliance (Ca) and resistance (Ra). 
Theoretically, TAU reflects the time it takes for the arterial blood load during the cardiac cycle 
to get through the arterial component of the cerebral circulation113.  
 
Taking into account all these physiological parameters, this modelling approach allows a better 
understanding of how CCP and WT react to physiological maneuvers and its translation to the 
clinical setting. As this methodology disallows negative values, it improves the physiological 
interpretation of CCP. 
 
According to what is being presented previously, vascular wall tension can be calculated as the 
difference between CCP and ICP: 
 

𝑊𝑇	 = 𝐶𝐶𝑃 − 𝐼𝐶𝑃 
 
The concept of CCP stresses the idea of the “closing margin” (CM), calculated as the difference 
between mean ABP and CCP, which is referred by some authors as the “effective CPP” and the 
real driving pressure as it includes the contribution of the wall tension114 (which is not 
considered in calculation of ‘normal’ CPP).   
 

𝐶𝑀 = 𝐴𝐵𝑃 − 𝐶𝐶𝑃 
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Providing all these facts, having the chance to determine the CCP for a neurocritical patient 
would provide an important threshold for that patient’s ABP below which irreversible brain 
ischemia could be developed. In fact, it has been demonstrated that diastolic ABP lower than 
CCP is associated with loss of measurable blood FV during diastole when TCD is used115.   
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2 TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY 

 

2.1 Definition and epidemiology 
 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) keeps being a major universal health problem that affects 10 
million people a year worldwide and remains the leading cause of death and disability among 
children and adults under 45 years of age116.  It is defined as an insult or trauma to the brain 
caused by external mechanical forces, whereas head injury is a more generic term referring to 
injuries affecting not only the brain but also other structures of the head117. 
 
The number of publications related to this topic has increased exponentially in the last 10 years 
reflecting the increasing importance of TBI and its profound socioeconomic consequences. 
Simple estimates of mortality would seriously underestimate its impact therefore any useful risk 
prediction model needs to provide estimates of poor neurological outcome other than mortality. 
This has major importance because, despite public prevention policies, global trends for TBI are 
predicted to increase118.  
 
The epidemiology of TBI in high-income countries has been changing, with the effects of 
improvements in road safety being offset by increases in fall-related injuries in an ageing 
population116,119. According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), in the 
United States the three leading causes of TBI are falls (28%), motor vehicle crashes (20%) and 
being hit by or colliding with an object (19%)120. 
 
Unfortunately, there is no national registry of head injuries in Spain, but a recent 
epidemiological study has reported a TBI annual incidence rate of 472.6 per million (period 
analysed: 2000-2009). Over the last decade, the incidence of this type of injury has fallen 
significantly when related to the injury traffic crashes. However, TBI incidence among people 
aged 65 and over injured in non-traffic-related circumstances has risen dramatically121. 
 
Care of patients with TBI has evolved with improvements in pre-hospital medicine, 
neuroimaging, and access to multidisciplinary expertise through the development of specialist 
neurotrauma centers or functional units, together with advances in our understanding of the 
underlying pathophysiology. 
 
In spite of all these improvements in the last 25 years, including the periodic Brain Trauma 
Foundation (BTF) publication of their consensus evidence-based international guidelines for 
treatment of TBI, neither mortality nor morbidity have diminished as much as it could be 
expected122. There are still many unanswered questions regarding the physiopathological 
phenomena underlying each individual patient. 
 
 
2.2 Clinical assessment and classification: the Glasgow Coma Scale 
 
The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score is the best known and widely accepted scale used in the 
triage of patients early after TBI to indicate its severity and evaluate any subsequent 
improvement or deterioration. GCS score was introduced in 1974 in order to have a formal 
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scheme to overcome ambiguities and aid in the clinical assessment of post-traumatic 
unconsciousness123.  
 
Since then, it has gained worldwide acceptance as an easily performed and reproducible tool 
and remains a key measure in neurological assessment after head injury. The GCS score has 
three components: eye (E), verbal (V) and motor (M) responses to external stimuli and the best 
or highest responses of each component are recorded124.  
 

 
 

 
In most studies, classification of the severity of the trauma is still based on the admission post-
resuscitation GCS, as mild (GCS 15), moderate (GCS 9-14) or severe (GCS ≤ 8). As well as 
providing a quantitative documentation of the level of consciousness, GCS has been 
demonstrated to have a powerful predictive value for survival and final outcome in both 
traumatic and non-traumatic coma125,126.  The motor score seems to have a higher accuracy 
compared with the whole GCS score127, but other variables such as age, abnormal motor 
responses, CT findings, pupillary abnormalities, and episodes of hypoxia and hypotension, have 
been subsequently introduced to build more complex and accurate prognostic models128,129. Poor 
autoregulation and loss of pressure-reactivity are also independent predictors of fatal outcome 
following head injury97,130. 
 
However, GCS does have many limitations. The scale excludes assessment of many important 
neurological functions, requires serial observations to be effective and is limited to the best 
response in one limb. It cannot therefore identify asymmetry and has poor diagnostic value. In 
addition, combining the three components (E/V/M) into a single total score can lead to 
disparities in assessment of true conscious level. Finally, a complete GCS cannot be obtained in 
TBI patients with eyelid swelling, sedated and intubated or who are aphasic due to a dominant 
hemisphere lesion. 
 
That explains why numerous scoring scales have been proposed and validated as an alternative 
to GCS score, but few of them have gained widespread acceptance124. The Full Outline of 
UnResponsiveness (FOUR) score is one of them as it circumvents many of the limitations of the 
GCS and has shown an excellent inter-rater agreement131. It replaces the verbal score of the 
GCS by assessments of pupil reactions and respiratory pattern, making it more appropriate for 
patients with fluctuating levels of consciousness and/or intubated. 
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2.3 Physiological changes after a traumatic brain injury  
 
TBI is an evolving process that extends beyond the initial insult. The primary injury is the 
mechanical damage that occurs at the time of the injury and results in shearing of neurons, glia 
and blood vessels. It includes skull fractures, cerebral contusions and the diffuse axonal injury 
(DAI) due to white matter shearing injury. Primary injuries are untreatable and only preventable 
with safety precautions.  
 
However, the extent of brain damage is determined also by the subsequent secondary (or 
delayed) brain injury. It is a sequela of the initial trauma that occurs over time (from minutes to 
even years after the injury) due to the activation of different biochemical and molecular 
reactions at the tissue and cellular level, and it may be initiated (or enhanced) by episodes of 
cerebral hypoperfusion, arterial hypotension, hypoxemia, and flow–metabolism uncoupling. 
Early medical/surgical interventions may ameliorate these deleterious effects to limit the 
damages.  
 
Disruption of the cerebral vasculature also participates in this pathogenesis in the form of 
hypoperfusion, ischemia, hypoxia, haemorrhage, chronic inflammation, blood-brain barrier 
(BBB) disruption and oedema.  
 
Cerebral edema, the excess accumulation of fluid within the brain, accounts for 50% of deaths 
in severe TBI132. After TBI, cerebral edema forms at the lesion and incorporates into the 
surrounding tissue. Classification of oedema may be quite complex, but it may be simplified to 
cytotoxic (occurring immediately after injury) and vasogenic. 
 
Cytotoxic oedema results in water accumulation in cells, is caused by dysregulation of the 
sodium and potassium pumps in the cell membrane and the BBB remains intact133. 
Vasogenic edema results in water accumulation in the extracellular space and is caused by a 
disruption of the BBB133. It associates with elevated ICP, tissue swelling, changes in blood flow 
and compression of brain structures.  
 
Any increase in ICP may reduce CPP, reduce CBF and cause ischaemia. Ischaemia can cause a 
further rise in ICP due to increased cerebral edema and further reduce CPP. This mechanism 
may develop into a vicious positive-feedback loop, causing irreversible brain damage. 
Therefore, ICP is both an important surrogate marker of injured brain and a potential cause for 
secondary insults. 
 
 
2.3.1 Intracranial hypertension 
 
Acutely raised ICP or intracranial hypertension is a final pathophysiological feature common to 
many neurocritical conditions including 40 to 60% of severe head injuries, and is a major factor 
in 50% of all fatalities134. Besides, it is an important cause of secondary lesion as it impairs 
CBF, electrical activity and metabolism. Poor outcome after TBI is associated with sustained 
high ICP135 or low oxygenation97. 
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Sudden increases in ICP decrease CPP, but it may be somewhat compensated by an active 
cerebral vasodilation to maintain CBF due to cerebral autoregulation. However, recent studies 
indicate that the CBF response to a sustained decrease in CPP caused by a decrease in ABP or 
an increase in ICP has key physiological differences. A major one is related to the LLA, as it 
will be lower when the cause is intracranial hypertension instead of a low ABP136,137. 
 
In addition, the haemodynamic response to increased ICP is complicated by the presence of the 
‘Cushing response’ (a triad of arterial hypertension, changes in heart rate, and breathing 
abnormalities) that suggests involvement of vital centers within the brain stem138. Although its 
physiological relevance to cerebral haemodynamics remains unclear139, a recent experimental 
study with an animal model of acute intracranial hypertension brought interesting 
conclusions140. 
 
First, it seems that the brain has two intrinsic mechanisms to protect itself from hypoperfusion 
during intracranial hypertension: with moderate increases in ICP (from baseline to 40 mmHg), 
global CBF (assessed with TCD mean FV) may be maintained mainly by a decrease in vascular 
WT until maximum vasodilation (autoregulatory response) and some increase in ABP; however, 
with further intracranial hypertension (ICP ~ 70 mmHg) CPP would be protected by a vigorous 
Cushing vasopressor response reflected by reductions in HR and increases in ABP.  Having 
ABP above the CCP maintains the ‘closing margin’ and keeps cerebral vessels open. 
 
Second, regional differences in the control of cerebral perfusion seem to exist with cortical 
blood flow (measured with LDF) decreasing almost linearly with increasing ICP, whereas 
global CBF (assessed with TCD FVm) seemed to be well maintained until ICP values > 60 
mmHg. These findings reflected topographic differences in regional and global CVR consistent 
with differential autoregulatory control of cortical and global CBF due to a suspected intrinsic 
differential vascular reactivity between cortical and non-cortical brain. Different clinical 
monitoring studies support these differential autoregulatory capacity of the cortical compared to 
non-cortical areas141–143.  
 
As a last issue, changes in the relationship between ICP pulsatility and mean ICP can be 
observed. With intracranial hypertension pulse amplitude of ICP (AMP) increased with 
increasing mean ICP until very high levels of mean ICP were achieved, at which point AMP 
decreases with increasing mean ICP85,144. This upper breakpoint associates with a low diastolic 
TCD measured flow velocity and low diastolic closing margin (figure 2-1).  
 
 
TCD derived values have been suggested as a potential non-invasive assessment of ICP and 
CPP to avoid the inherent risk of invasive ICP monitoring. Different approaches have been 
employed because, as a general concept, as ICP increases and CPP decreases, TCD flow 
velocities fall. This fall preferentially affects diastolic values initially, and that explains the 
decrease of the FVm and progressive increase in PI and RI values. 
 
Although different formulas have been proposed for the prediction of absolute CPP and ICP, 
results have proved disappointing (with large 95% confidence intervals for predictors), so 
values are still unacceptable for clinical purposes145,146.  
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However, different studies have concluded that altered TCD measurements (PI >1.25 and FVd 
<25 cm/s) upon admission to the emergency departments are associated with early neurological 
worsening after mild to moderate TBI. According to this TCD may be useful for in-hospital 
triage to may provide additional information about neurological outcome75. 
 
 
Figure 2-1. ICM+® software recordings in the same patient showing the distinctive changes in 
both the shapes and values (please see the scales) in both ICP and TCD-FV pulsatile 
components with intracranial hypertension. Left: basal; Right: intracranial hypertension, where 
TCD shows a low FVd, a peaked waveform, and higher PI values (if calculated). Modified and 
reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, 
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 

 
 
 
Decompressive craniectomy (DC) is a surgical technique used, among other indications, for 
patients with TBI with the goal of relieving refractory intracranial hypertension and/or to 
prevent or reverse cerebral herniation. At the moment significant controversies exist regarding 
optimal candidate selection, timing of the procedures, technique and neurological 
outcomes147,148. 
 
The pathophysiology of pressure-flow and cerebral haemodynamic consequences of DC have 
been reviewed in the last decade, and a study by Timofeev et al justifies the expected sustained 
reduction of ICP with an improvement in the cerebrospinal compliance due to an enhancement 
of the pressure-volume relationship. However, intraparenchymal ICP measurements and 
dynamics are more complicated in the setting of an open cranial vault as similar ICP values may 
relate to different pressure-volume relationships post-craniectomy.  
 
CBF, brain tissue oxygenation and metabolic effects of DC were recently reported by Lazaridis 
and Czosnyka149. Different studies included in their review supported similar TCD findings 
post-DC with a trend to a bilateral increase in blood FV, being more pronounced ipsilaterally to 
the site of surgery. Concurrently, PIs on both sides seem to decrease significantly. 
In addition, studies showing significant augmentation of PbtO2 and microdialysis-related 
parameters post-DC are also reported.  
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2.3.2 Plateau waves (A waves of Lundberg) 
 
“Sudden rises in intracranial pressure” were first described by Guillaume and Janny in 1951150, 
but the term “plateau waves” or “A waves” was introduced by Lundberg in 1960103.  
A plateau wave is classically defined as a sudden substantial elevation of ICP of a magnitude of 
20-60 mmHg, above 50 mmHg depending on baseline ICP, that lasts longer than 5 minutes and 
terminates either spontaneously or in response to treatment (e.g. hyperventilation to induce 
hypocapnia)104,151. Nowadays, however, duration of plateau waves should not be a strict 
criterion as elevations of ICP are actively treated in neurocritical patients. 
 
Plateau waves are thought to be caused by a vasodilatory cascade causing a rapidly increasing 
cerebral blood volume (CBV), which may be triggered by a vasodilatory stimulation, such small 
oscillations of ABP, brain oxygenation or PaCO2 levels, in the presence of functioning cerebral 
autoregulation103,152. The increase in ICP results in a decrease in CPP, leading to further 
vasodilation (at a second stage after the initial stimulation) in order to compensate for the 
decreased CPP, resulting in further rise of CBV and further increase in ICP (figure 2-2, left). 
This mechanism would also explain the increment in ICP pulse amplitude153. 
 
The reverse of this cycle may arise spontaneously or due to medical management with a 
vasoconstrictive stimulus that decreases CBV (e.g. hyperventilation aiming hypocapnia for 
vasocostriction), and restores normal ICP and CPP104 (see figure 2-2, right). 
 
 
Figure 2-2. Pathophysiology underlying the formation and termination of plateau waves of ICP. 
Reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, 
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 

 
 
 
During plateau waves the profound reduction in CPP is accompanied by a significant decrease 
in CBF, CVR and brain tissue oxygenation28,154, and the whole cascade lasts until the maximum 
vasodilation is reached. Recent studies that included autoregulation changes analysis with 
different secondary indices support this classical model, showing how autoregulation is intact 
before the onset of the plateau wave but it is disrupted during the crest of the wave153,155. 
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A transient reactive post-plateau hyperemic response (a significant increase in CBF and brain 
oxygenation above baseline) may occur as a response to the referred period of brain tissue 
hypoperfusion and hypoxia155. The magnitude of this hyperemia seems to be  associated with a 
better autoregulation status and low oxygenation levels at baseline153.   
 
 
Figure 2-3. ICM+® software recording of two plateau waves of intracranial pressure (white 
arrows). ABP arterial blood pressure; ICP intracranial cerebral pressure; LDF laser Doppler 
flowmetry. FV flow velocity measured with TCD. Note the widening of the FV peak-to-peak 
amplitude, but mean FV decreases. Modified and reproduced with permission from the Brain 
Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 
 

 
 
Plateau waves affect approximately 40% of TBI patients104, but might also occur in various 
cerebral pathological conditions with working cerebrovascular reactivity and exhausted 
cerebrospinal compensatory reserve such as spontaneous subarachnoid haemorrhage156,157, 
intracerebral haemorrhage158, brain tumors159, acute hydrocephalus158, craniosynostosis160 and 
benign intracranial hypertension158. As soon as these phenomena are identified, the end of the 
vasodilatory cascade of a plateau wave should be pursued with active treatment because long 
duration of more than 30 minutes seem to be related to an unfavourable outcome104. Duration of 
plateau waves seems to be related to basal autoregulation status, so that the better the 
autoregulation the longer the duration of plateau waves153. 
 
Plateau waves are not a benign phenomena and, at the LLA, there is a risk of zero flow due to 
the collapse of brain vessels110. This is particularly relevant in the situations of intracranial 
hypertension with increased LLA.  
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3 ICM+® SOFTWARE FOR MULTIMODAL BRAIN MONITORING 

 

3.1 Multimodal neuromonitoring 
 
The last 25 years have meant the entrance in the era of clinical neuromonitoring which is 
routinely performed in all TBI patients who receive neurocritical care161,162. The combined use 
of monitors, including the neurological examination, laboratory analysis, imaging studies, and 
physiological parameters, is common in a platform called multimodality monitoring (MMM).  
MMM is defined as the simultaneous collection of data from multiple diverse sources 
associated with a single patient coupled with the ability to view the data in an integrated and 
time synchronized manner162. 
 
Twenty to 25 years ago, clinical practice guidelines would only consider invasive ICP 
monitoring through an EVD (gold standard) or an intraparenchymal probe in a patient with a 
severe head injury163. However, in the last 2 decades we’ve achieved the possibility to measure 
parameters related to global or regional cerebral oxygenation both invasively (jugular bulb 
oxygen saturation) or non-invasively through NIRS techniques164.  Measurement of oxygen 
saturation in the jugular bulb (SjO2) provides a means of indirectly assessing the brain ability to 
extract and metabolize oxygen. Technology allowed us to have dispositives to obtain local 
oxygenation measurements  (brain tissue oxygen pressure – pbtiO2) through the Neurotrend® 
microcatheter or the Licox® catheter (polarographic technique with a  Clark electrode)165. 
Cerebral microdialysis meant a further step as it allowed us to analyze the trends in time of 
different metabolites in the cerebral cellular interstitium  as glucose, glutamate, glycerol or the 
lactate-to-pyruvate molar ratio and its relation to the brain injury166,167. 
 
All this MMM (ABP, ICP, TCD, NIRS, Licox® etc) provide a large volume of data whose 
analysis can give us a lot of information if well interpreted. But the processing and analysis of 
these biological signals requires complex informatic systems ("multi-channel digital trend 
recorders") to present them in a comprehensible way for the treating medical staff so that 
evolution in time of the different pathophysiological changes can be recognized. 
 
The fast evolution of bioinformatics in critical care has allowed integration of multiple monitors 
in order to acquire, store, retrieve, and display integrated data in a user-friendly format168. 
Besides, including analytic techniques for optimal clinical decision making has also facilitated 
translational research. As these tools offers the possibility to perform online real-time analysis 
of the interdependence between the dynamic behaviours of different biological signals, different 
phenomena of interest may be detected and interpreted (otherwise impossible without computer 
bedside data analysis)101. Several devices that can integrate these neurocritical care monitoring 
data are available, with ICM+â software being probably the most extended one at this moment. 
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3.2 The ICM+â software 
 
The ICM+â software (www.neurosurg.cam.ac.uk/icmplus), developed in the Academical 
Neurosurgery Unit of the Addenbrooke´s hospital in Cambridge, United Kingdom, was 
introduced in clinical practice in the 1990s and is now extended as a clinical and research 
multimodal neuromonitoring system in neurointensive care in over 120 centres around the 
world169. 
 
Its impact has been notorious with an actual integrated database of more than 1000 TBI patients 
distributed across all ICM+â users research centers and over 300 ICM+â based publications on 
PubMed. These facts have led to very important multicenter collaborative data collection 
projects such as BrainIT170, CENTER-TBI171 and different optimal CPP projects led by the 
ICM+â core users group172,173. 
 
ICM+â is not just a multimodal bedside data collection platform; in fact, data collection is only 
the prerequisite for its main function which is the real-time analysis and presentation of data. 
Although major technical improvements have been made in the last 5 years, ICM+â is based on 
software for standard IBM compatible personal computers, equipped with analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) and RS232 serial interfaces when needed. 
 
 
Figure 3-1. Left: example of a patient included in these thesis studies with MMM connected to 
a laptop running ICM+â software (red arrow).  Right: schematic description of MMM 
integrated into ICM+â.  Modified and reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, 
University Neurosurgery Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
 

 
 

 
 
3.2.1 Principles of ICM+â software 
 

• Data collection and storage format 
 
Once all monitors of the patient are connected (through analogue or digital inputs) and 
communicate with the laptop computer with ICM+â software, data from these sources 
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starts to be collected simultaneously, time synchronized (precisely time stamped), and 
displayed in an integrated fashion. Data are collected at the highest possible sampling 
frequency (i.e. higher than the duration of the events to be detected) to avoid missing 
any clinically significant event (see figure 3-1). Collection of continuous or near 
continuous data has the necessity to review and edit the data so that artifacts can be 
removed (data cleaning) and missing data dealt (e.g., device disconnection for 
transfers).  

  
These input variables are also analysed and displayed according to predefined 
‘calculation profiles’, and the output data is saved in two separate files: 
 

o First file contains the time trends of the analysed signals and all results of 
calculated indices. These processed data are stored in a unique .icmp file (with a 
proprietary format) along with all the clinical descriptors and annotations 
introduced during the monitoring of the patient. 
  

o Second file contains digitally raw data (input signals defined by the user) that 
are continuously collected and split into many .dta  files (also proprietary).  
 

Storing both types of files enables building up a library of signals for off-line post-
processing, as software can be reconfigured for previously saved data to be viewed and 
reanalyzed with a different calculation profile.  
 

 
• Data analysis and interpretation 

 
ICM+â software uses a wide array of advanced mathematical tools to transform raw 
data into actionable information by applying different pre-defined calculations profiles 
(‘data acquisition and analysis configuration profile’). Available functions vary from 
simple time domain functions such as moving average, to more complex frequency 
domain computations.  
 
Analyses are broken down into stages, whereby the result (output) of one stage is passed 
into the next, forming the source data (input) for the next calculation. In the first step 
‘Virtual signals’ are selected (the ones providing the raw data) and they form the input 
to the next stage. Analysis is therefore divided up into a ‘Primary analysis’, one or more 
‘Secondary analysis’ (or none), and a ‘Final analysis’. The results and subsequent 
output are determined by the configuration of the ‘Final Analysis’ only.  
So the flow for data occurs as follows (see figure 3-2): 
 
Virtual Signals (Input) à Primary Analysis à Secondary Analysis/es à Final Analysis 
(Output). 
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Figure 3-2.  Analysis pipeline of the ICM+â software methodology for data collection and 
analysis. Reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery 
Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 

 

 
 

 
 

Besides monitoring of multiple variables describing dynamics of the studied pathology, the 
software allows both on-line (while monitoring) and offline (retrospective) analysis of the 
collected data, including calculation of different secondary measures derived from the primary 
signals (e.g. ABP, ICP or TCD derived FV). The easiest example would be CPP (calculated as 
ABP minus ICP)5, but different indices have been described by using a moving linear 
correlation coefficient approach applied to the primary analysis results. 
 
On this basis, many secondary indices have been defined along almost 25 years of studies with 
ICM+â. Probably those describing cerebral autoregulation with TCD (‘mean velocity index’, 
Mx)23, cerebrovascular reactivity through correlation of ICP and ABP ('cerebrovascular pressure 
reactivity index, PRx)174, and cerebrospinal compensatory reserve (RAP coefficient)175 have the 
most relevance and proved to be useful in head injury or subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) 
patients. They can be calculated as a moving correlation coefficient using 10 seconds averages 
of primary variables over a moving window of 5 minutes in duration. According to the concept 
of correlation, in a reactive vascular system, these indices are supposed to be close to zero or 
negative (≤ 0), while positive values close to one signify impaired reactivity. 
 
All these secondary indices have been clinically validated and its utility has been 
demonstrated16. Recently, a systematic review and meta-analysis has concluded that both PRx 
and Mx provide a strong prediction of mortality and outcome for patients with TBI176. 

 
A special mention must be made about the volume-pressure compensatory reserve index 
(named RAP coefficient), defined as a linear correlation coefficient between the amplitude of 
ICP wave (AMP) and mean ICP175. With RAP we can define 3 distinct regions in the pressure-
volume curve (figure 3-3): first flat indicates a good compensatory reserve with linear 
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relationship between volume and pressure, so RAP coefficient is close to 0. The second part 
shows an exponential relationship between volume and ICP, and RAP index is close to 1, 
indicating a poor compensatory reserve.  When the critical level of ICP is achieved and 
cerebrovascular bed losses its reactivity curve becomes flat again and RAP coefficient becomes 
negative indicating a exhausted compensatory reserve85. 

 
ICM+â is extensively used for the analysis of cerebrospinal fluid circulatory and compensatory 
reserves in hydrocephalic patients. The software includes a pre-defined set up for computerized 
infusion test with built-in database, and aids decisions about shunting or revisions for shunt 
failure. Information about the evolution of RAP is very useful for a proper interpretation of 
these infusion studies for the CSF dynamics analysis177. 

 
 

Figure 3-3. Cerebrospinal pressure-volume curve representing the changes in pulse amplitude 
of ICP and the RAP coefficient (volume-pressure compensatory reserve index). Reproduced 
with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University Neurosurgery Unit, Addenbrooke’s 
Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 

 

 
 

 
In addition to what has already been explained, the flexibility of ICM+â software analysis 
allows almost unlimited signal analysis and calculation of secondary measures for different 
fields of research. Some examples include: (figure 3-4). 
 

- Alternative secondary indices related to cerebral autoregulation may be calculated from 
different CBF surrogate monitors, as NIRS-derived ‘cerebral oximetry index’ (COx)178 
or pbtiO2 - derived ‘oxygen reactivity index’ (ORx)179. Transfer function analysis may 
be also applied for calculation of the autoregulatory index (ARI)31.  

- Autoregulation indices are used to identify patient-specific (or optimal) CPP180 and ICP 
thresholds that in turn have demonstrated a more robust relationship with outcome than 
generic population-based thresholds173,181,182. 
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- Calculating the area under the curve (AUC) above a specific cut point (e.g. ICP > 20 
mmHg) provides a measure of pathophysiological “dose” that can be used to track 
therapy181. 

- The ICM+â software also includes different analysis tools for various intervention tests 
like transient hyperaemic response test22, CO2 reactivity tests183, or CSF infusion 
study184. Autonomic nervous system can also be monitored through the analysis of the 
heart rate variability and the baroreflex sensitivity185.  

 
 
Figure 3-4. Secondary indices able to be obtained with ICM+â software through analysis of the 
primary multimodal signals. Most of them are described in the previous paragraph. CM closing 
margin; CPPopt optimal cerebral perfusion pressure; CrCP critical closing pressure; MSE 
multiscale entropy. Reproduced with permission from the Brain Physics Lab, University 
Neurosurgery Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK. 
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3.2.2 Integrated physiological study of plateau waves 
 
The last 20 years have sent us on a quest to understand more deeply the active processes that 
may be target for interventions in our patients. The possibility of integrating and analyzing all 
these signals together means a great improvement to increase our knowledge about the 
physiopathology underlying the changes that continuously happen in a neurocritical patient. An 
example would be the study of the plateau waves of intracranial hypertension, also known as A 
waves, described by the swedish neurosurgeon Nils Lundberg, back in 1960103.  
 
The increase in ICP seen during the plateau wave results in a dramatic decrease in CPP, which 
is finally below the LLA and therefore causing a decrease in CBF. Prolonged reduced-CBF 
associated with plateau waves may then provoke a secondary ischemic brain insult, providing 
they last for a longer period (above 30 minutes); and therefore contribute to a worse outcome 
after TBI. 
 
Many of these studies were performed by analyzing the changes that on the TCD velocities 
before, during and after the plateau wave. The characteristics of the cerebral arterial blood flow 
velocity viewed and analyzed with TCD will bring us additional information about the cerebral 
haemodynamics.  

 
The most commonly used haemodynamic index is the Gosling pulsatility index (PI), which 
describes the pulsatility of TCD waveforms61. For the last three decades many authors have 
investigated the usefulness of PI in the assessment of distal CVR, non-invasive ICP and CPP in 
traumatic brain injury (TBI)72 and hydrocephalus73. Nevertheless, conclusions regarding its 
accuracy and reliability remain controversial as far as clinical decisions are concerned69,70. 
Many experimental and clinical studies have supported the interpretation of PI as a reflection of 
the distal CVR, attributing greater PI to higher CVR67, and this assumption is still accepted 
nowadays186. 

However, an experimental study in rabbits published by Czosnyka et al. had already shown that 
in physiological conditions hypercapnia decreased both CVR and PI while a reduction in CPP in 
autoregulating animals caused a decrease in CVR but an increase in PI. These findings 
suggested a combined change in distal vascular resistance and compliance of the large cerebral 
arteries68. 

 
The proposed vasodilatory mechanism of plateau waves can be examined by estimating critical 
closing pressure (CCP), which is related to cerebrovascular vasomotor tone represented by wall 
tension (WT). Past studies under various scenarios187–189 and physiological stimuli190 have 
demonstrated that both changes in ICP and vascular tone cause predictable changes in estimated 
CCP. Unfortunately, traditional calculation methods for CCP estimation are not very accurate 
and may produce negative non-physiologic  non-interpretable values109,191 
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Severe TBI patients MMM with ICM+â software permits the early identification of plateau 
waves, and its off-line analysis allows a better understanding of these intrinsic brain vascular 
phenomena. This thesis aims to take advantage of this particular pathophysiology to enhance 
further our knowledge about 1) what factors truly determine TCD pulsatility index; and 2) an 
accurate and reliable method to calculate critical closing pressure (CCP) and wall tension (WT) 
changes during plateau waves.  
 
This knowledge may have a positive influence in the management of head injury patients as it 
would determine a proper interpretation of these often misleading parameters. 
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Hypothesis and Aims  
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Based on what has been previously exposed we can present the following working hypothesis: 
 
 

• In the first study we hypothesized that: 
 Pulsatility index (PI), calculated from the transcranial Doppler recording of the cerebral 
blood flow velocity waves and values, is a complex function of various haemodynamic 
factors and is not solely determined by distal cerebrovascular resistance (CVR). The study 
compared two groups with opposing changes in CVR (plateau waves vs mild hypocapnic 
challenge). 
 
 

• Our second study hypothesis is that: 
 Calculation of critical closing pressure (CCP) and wall tension (WT) through a newly 
defined cerebrovascular impedance model could accurately define the pathophysiological 
changes during plateau waves of intracranial pressure.  
 
A reliable CCP calculation would allow an accurate estimation of the closing margin 
(expressed as the difference between arterial blood pressure and CCP) to determine the 
risk for cerebral circulatory collapse and zero flow.  
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• In our first study the aims were the following: 

 
1. To clarify the relationship between TCD pulsatility index (PI), derived from the CBF 

velocity waveform, and the cerebrovascular resistance (CVR).  
1.1 To analyze the behavior of ICP, CPP, PI and CVR during ICP plateau waves.  
1.2 To analyze the behavior of ICP, CPP, PI and CVR during transient hyperventilation.  
1.3 To compare continuous monitoring recordings of these two opposing physiological 

conditions where PI increases. 
 

2. To analyze the relationship between PI and ICP and CPP. 
 
3. To compare the Gosling PI and the ‘spectral PI’ (calculated in both groups) with a newly 

described mathematical formula where PI is expressed as a function of cerebrovascular 
impedance. 
3.1 To calculate PI with a newly defined mathematical model  
3.2 To correlate TCD-measured PI with PI calculated with the new mathematical model 

 
 
• In our second study the aims were: 

1. To examine the pathophysiology of the plateau waves applying the concepts of critical 
closing pressure (CCP) and arterial wall tension (WT). 

2. To calculate critical closing pressure and wall tension with a new multiparametric 
model based on cerebrovascular impedance. 

3. To compare the modelled CCP (CCPm) and modelled wall tension (WTm) with CCP 
and WT calculated with a classical method (CCP1 and WT1 respectively).  

4. To evaluate the possible clinical appliance of the calculated CCPm 
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Subjects and Methods 
Results 
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4.1 Previous preparation of the doctoral candidate 

 

In 2011, I spent a year as an honorary clinical fellow in the Academical Neurosurgery Unit at 
Addenbrooke’s hospital (University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK).  
 
On his time there he got to develop both clinical work and research: 
 
• Clinical job: worked at the Neuroscience Critical Care Unit (NCCU) from January to May 

2011. Care of patients included multimodal monitoring and integration with ICM+® 
Software.  
 

• Research job: from May 2011 to December 2011 I was involved in the Academical 
Neurosurgery Unit directed by Prof. John D. Pickard and under the supervision of Prof. 
Marek Czosnyka. In that time I developed this project and got involved in another one 
related to cerebrovascular autoregulation (publication included in the last section, ‘Other 
merits’). Both projects involved clinical monitoring of new admitted patients and analysis 
of previously recorded data. 
 
This is a reference international group of knowledge related to multimodal monitoring and 
signal analysis. It is a multidisciplinary team involving neurosurgeons, engineers from 
different backgrounds and both clinical and research physicians from different specialties 
(mainly from anaesthetics field, neurointensive care and neurosurgery). 
 
During my time there I got to familiarize with the use of the ICM+® software for advanced 
neurocritical multimodality monitoring and got involved in quite different projects. 
 
 
Disclosures: ICM+® Software is licensed by Cambridge Enterprise, Cambridge, UK. The 
doctorand declares not to have any conflict of interest. Prof Marek Czosnyka and Dr Piotr 
Smielewski (both co-authors in the presented publications) have a financial interest in a 
fraction of the licensing fee.  
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4.2 Published papers 
 
Description of the design and the results of the studies in each of the two published papers 
related to the exposed thesis investigation are presented: 
 
PUBLICATION 1 
 

de Riva N, Budohoski KP, Smielewski P, Kasprowicz M, Zweifel C, Steiner LA, Reinhard 
M, Fàbregas N, Pickard JD, Czosnyka M.  
Transcranial Doppler Pulsatility Index: What it is and What it Isn't.  
Neurocrit Care. 2012 Aug;17(1):58-66. 
IF 2016 = 2.752. 
 
 
 
 
-SUMMARY OF THE STUDY- 
 
Background and Purpose: Transcranial Doppler (TCD) pulsatility index (PI) has 
traditionally been interpreted as a descriptor of distal cerebrovascular resistance (CVR). We 
sought to evaluate the relationship between PI and CVR in situations where CVR increases 
(mild hypocapnia) and decreases (plateau waves of intracranial pressure - ICP). 

Methods: Recordings from patients with head injury undergoing monitoring of arterial 
blood pressure (ABP), ICP, cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) and TCD assessed cerebral 
blood flow velocities (FV) were analyzed. The Gosling pulsatility index (PI) was compared 
between baseline and ICP plateau waves (n = 20 patients) or short term (30-60 minutes) 
hypocapnia (n = 31). In addition, a modeling study was conducted with the ‘spectral’ PI 
(calculated using fundamental harmonic of FV) resulting in a theoretical formula expressing 
the dependence of PI on balance of cerebrovascular impedances. 
 
Results: PI increased significantly (p< 0.001) while CVR decreased (p< 0.001) during 
plateau waves. During hypocapnia PI and CVR increased (p< 0.001). The modeling formula 
explained more than 65 % of the variability of Gosling PI and 90% of the variability of the 
‘spectral’ PI (R=0.81 and R=0.95, respectively). 

Conclusion: TCD pulsatility index can be easily and quickly assessed but is usually 
misinterpreted as a descriptor of CVR. The mathematical model presents a complex 
relationship between PI and multiple haemodynamic variables. 
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PUBLICATION 2 
 
Varsos GA, de Riva N, Smielewski P, Pickard JD, Brady KM, Reinhard M, Avolio A, Czosnyka 
M.   
Critical closing pressure during intracranial pressure plateau waves.  
Neurocrit Care 2013 Jun;18(3):341-8.  
IF 2016 = 2.752. 
 
 

-SUMMARY OF THE STUDY- 
 
 
Critical Closing Pressure (CCP) is the arterial blood pressure (ABP) at which brain vessels 
collapse and cerebral blood flow (CBF) ceases. Spontaneous increases in intracranial pressure 
(ICP), termed plateau waves, occur in many neurocritical conditions including head injuries and 
subarachnoid haemorrhages. The aim of this study was to analyze the behaviour of CCP during 
plateau waves in order to identify situations at risk for ischaemia.  
 
For calculating CCP, we used a multi-parameter method (CCPm) which is based on the 
modulus of cerebrovascular impedance. CCPm is expressed with parameters such as cerebral 
perfusion pressure (CPP), ABP, estimators of cerebrovascular resistance and compliance, and 
heart rate. Arterial wall tension was estimated as CCPm-ICP.   
 
We analyzed recordings of ABP, ICP and transcranial Doppler based blood flow velocity (FV) 
from 38 events of ICP plateau waves, recorded in 20 patients after head injury. Overall, CCP 
increased significantly during plateau waves, by 11.42 ± 8.63 mm Hg (p<0.001). Change in 
CCPm was correlated to ICP changes (R=0.80 p<0.001). Cerebral arterial wall tension 
decreased significantly during plateau (28.61 ± 7.05 mm Hg to 18.79 ± 5.60 mm Hg; p<0.001), 
confirming its vasodilatatory origin.  
 
In conclusion, CCP increases during plateau waves of ICP while arterial wall tension decreases. 
CCPm did not demonstrate the non-physiological negative values that are shown in traditional 
methods for calculating CCP, allowing the interpretation of CCP in clinical reality where ICP of 
patients is rising. 
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Discussion 
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The application in neurocritical care of multimodal brain monitoring together with advanced 
bioinformatics for computerized analysis help clinicians in early detection of secondary insults 
at the bedside and improve the clinical management of these patients. Besides this obvious 
contribution, having the chance to do off-line retrospective analysis allows investigators to 
revisit current concepts in order to improve our knowledge and understanding about their 
underlying pathophysiology168. This is an extremely important issue because a significant 
number of clinical decisions are taken on the basis of data that, if wrongly interpreted, may 
derive in detrimental clinical decisions192.  

Considering these facts, we decided to revisit the pathophysiology underlying two classical 
concepts as TCD pulsatility index (PI) and critical closing pressure (CCP) with data obtained 
from TCD and multimodal monitoring of TBI patients, with the help of advanced 
bioinformatics (ICM+® software) and the support of a multidisciplinary team that included both 
physicians and engineers (Prof M. Czosnyka, P. Smielewski and GV Varsos) among other 
contributors. Both parameters had been described for a long time, but conclusions regarding 
their interpretation and applicability had been controversial for many years and sometimes 
reporting completely opposing results72,73. 

 

TCD-based pulsatility index (PI) is a haemodynamic index derived from the TCD waveform 
and is often interpreted as a descriptor of the distal cerebrovascular resistance (CVR)186. 
However, an experimental study in rabbits by Czosnyka et al. with a controlled decrease of 
CVR had already shown that in physiological conditions hypercapnia decreased both CVR and 
PI while a reduction in CPP in autoregulating animals caused also a decrease in CVR but an 
increase in PI. So their final conclusion was that PI could not be interpreted simply as an index 
of CVR in all circumstances68.  

To our knowledge, no studies had been published since then regarding which factors truly 
determine and influence the PI value, so we decided to review this concept with analysis of data 
obtained from the clinical setting.  For the development of this first article of this thesis we 
opted to reanalyse already recorded multimodal monitoring data including TCD from severe 
TBI patients that had been admitted in a european reference neurocritical care unit 
(Addenbrooke’s hospital, Cambridge, UK) where the doctorand developed this project. We 
opted for this pathology as it is a prevalent condition that has an extreme health and social 
impact, and because almost 50% of these patients present intracranial hypertension along their 
evolution, a deleterious fact that has been proven to be clearly associated with a worse 
outcome97. 

As we wanted to analyse the relation between CVR and PI, we decided to confront two clinical 
situations, plateau waves and hypocapnia challenges, where opposite changes in CVR are 
known and observed. 

Our first group included 20 severe TBI patients that developed plateau waves of intracranial 
hypertension. Due to their previously explained pathophysiology, this phenomena represent an 
excellent model of cerebrovascular vasodilation related to the presence of functioning cerebral 
autoregulation. 

In contrast, we had a second cohort of 31 patients where a short hypocapnia stimulus was 
applied to assess cerebrovascular vasoreactivity. Hypocapnia increases CVR by cerebral 
vasoconstriction at the level of the cerebral resistance vessels. 
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A first analysis of our results prove the concept that TCD-based pulsatility index is wrongly 
interpreted as merely a descriptor of the distal cerebrovascular resistance186. During 
vasodilatation leading to plateau waves, CVR decreases while hypocapnia induces a vascular 
constriction that leads to an increase in CVR. Despite opposite changes in CVR we observed 
that PI in both cases increased, reinforcing the concept that PI cannot be interpreted as an index 
of CVR alone (see figure 1). 

 

Figure 1.  Timetrends recordings with ICM+® software of arterial blood pressure (ABP), 
intracranial pressure (ICP), cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP), left and right cerebral blood flow 
velocities, Gosling pulsatility index (GPI), Pourcelot resistance index (PRI, calculated as [FVs-
FVd]/FVm), “spectral” pulsatility index (sPI), and cerebrovascular resistance (CVR) in two 
different patients of the study. Top panel plateau wave of ICP. Bottom Hypocapnia in a CO2 
vasoreactivity test.  The figure demonstrates an increase in PI in both situations, while CVR 
decreases during the plateau wave (due to the vasodilation) but increases during the hypocapnic 
challenge (due to the cerebral vasoconstriction). 
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It is also important to consider the fact that in both situations ICP changed inversely (i.e. 
increased during plateau waves and slightly decreased during hypocapnia), therefore universal 
description of rising ICP by rising PI is also questionable. In this study combined data from 
recordings of both cohorts was used to study the regression between all points of PI and ICP 
and then between CPP and PI, with a best reciprocal fit for CPP. A further-in study by Zweifel 
et al74 concluded that the diagnostic value of PI for direct non-invasive assessment of ICP and 
CPP is very limited but may have value as a screening tool for identification of patients at risk 
when highly elevated ICP or dangerously decreased CPP is suspected75. But unfortunately PI is 
not a reliable diagnostic tool for detecting critical clinical thresholds (as ICP > 20 mm Hg or 
CPP < 60 mm Hg)74.  

 

The next step in our investigation was to search for the hemodynamic factors that could 
determine the reactions of PI. Using the concept of impedance to CBF we described a 
mathematical model of cerebrovascular impedance where capacitance (i.e. cerebrovascular 
compliance, Ca) and resistance (cerebrovascular resistance, CVR or 𝑅𝑎) are in parallel such that 
impedance to flow is considered as a function of heart rate (see figure 2).  

It should be noted that resistance is a concept used for direct current (DC), whereas impedance 
is the AC (alternating current) equivalent. In this model, impedance is used instead of resistance 
based on the pulsatile characteristics of the cerebral circulation. Details of the mathematical 
analysis are given in Appendix of the first article, but are beyond the scope of this thesis.  

 

Figure 2. Mathematical model of cerebrovascular impedance. a) Simplified electrical model of 
the cerebrovascular circulation used for the derivation of the formula describing the modelled PI 
(calculated for fixed frequency of heart rate). [ABP arterial blood pressure, Ca cerebrovascular 
compliance, FV flow velocity, Ra cerebrovascular resistance].  

b) Diagram of cerebrovascular impedance |Z(f)| as a function of frequency (f) in Hz. Two 
frequencies are considered: f = 0 (i.e. direct current component) and f = HR. Module of 
impedance for f = 0 is equal to Ra, and may be estimated as CPPm/FVm. [a1 pulse amplitude 
(first harmonic) of ABP, ABP arterial blood pressure, CPPm mean cerebral perfusion pressure, f 
frequency, f1 pulse amplitude (first harmonic) of blood FV, FVm mean blood flow velocity in 
the middle cerebral artery, HR heart rate frequency (beats/min), PI pulsatility index, Ra 
cerebrovascular resistance (also expressed in the text as CVR), |z| cerebrovascular impedance, 
|z1| cerebrovascular impedance with frequency equal to HR]. 
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According to the relations determined in this model of cerebrovascular impedance, PI can be 
defined by the following formula  

 

𝑃𝐼 = 	 𝑎1

WXX
	×	 𝑅𝑎	×	𝐶𝑎	×	𝐻𝑅	×	2𝜋 : + 1V

  (formula 1) 

 

where 𝑎1 is the fundamental harmonic of arterial blood pressure, CPP is the mean cerebral 
perfusion pressure, 𝑅𝑎 is the cerebrovascular resistance, 𝐶𝑎 is the compliance of the cerebral 
arterial bed, and HR denotes heart rate (in beats/second). Although 𝐶𝑎 and 𝑅𝑎 cannot be 
measured directly, they can be estimated using TCD blood FV and ABP and CPP waveforms 
according to an algorithm described in previous mathematical studies193,194.  

 

Plateau waves are defined as any sudden elevation of ICP above 50 mmHg that lasts longer than 
5 minutes and terminates spontaneously or in response to treatment. Multimodal brain 
monitoring helps to distinguish and describe them. They are thought to be caused by a 
vasodilatory cascade, which may be triggered by vasodilatory events such as small oscillations 
in ABP, brain oxygenation or arterial CO2, in the presence of functioning cerebrovascular 
reactivity and low cerebrospinal compensatory reserve103,152.  

These frequent cerebrovascular phenomena in TBI, are not usually associated with worse 
outcome unless they are longer than 30 minutes104. Nonetheless, poor outcome after TBI is 
associated with sustained intracranial hypertension or low oxygenation97.  

During plateau waves the profound reduction in CPP, usually below the LLA, is accompanied 
by a decreased CBF154 and oxygenation153. On the other hand, the vasodilatation leads to an 
increase in cerebral blood volume (CBV), which is associated with an increase in cerebral 
arterial compliance (𝐶𝑎)195. As the pulse amplitude of ABP (𝑎1) remains fairly stable, during 
plateau waves PI changes inversely to the changes in CPP. Most probably, changes in both 𝐶𝑎 
and 𝑅𝑎 balance each other, therefore none of them play a major role in determining PI. 

 

The second group involves patients submitted to short term hypocapnia to assess CO2 reactivity. 
Based on the available evidence, the most recent “Guidelines for the Management and 
Prognosis of Severe Traumatic Brain Injury” still include moderate manipulation of the arterial 
partial pressure of CO2 (PaCO2) as an option to treat raised ICP88.  The beneficial effect of 
hyperventilation is due to a reduction in CBV, through vasoconstriction196. Therefore, the 
observed increase in cerebrovascular resistance (stated as CVR or 𝑅𝑎) was expected in this 
group of patients. It has been already shown that changes in 𝑅𝑎 are stronger than changes in 𝐶𝑎 
during controlled changes of PaCO2 in an experimental setup194. Most likely, a similar situation 

We have demonstrated, by using this mathematical model of cerebrovascular impedance, the 
possible input signals determining the reactions of PI. Analysis of the model suggests that PI is 
determined by the interplay of the value of CPP, the fundamental harmonic of ABP pulse (𝑎1), 
cerebrovascular resistance (𝑅𝑎), compliance of the cerebral arterial bed (𝐶𝑎), and heart rate. 
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exists during hypocapnia in clinical conditions, therefore the observed increase in PI follows an 
increase in the product of 𝑅𝑎 and 𝐶𝑎 combined with a slight decrease in CPP. 

 

According to the described mathematical model (formula 1) PI is a complex function of many 
mutually interdependent hemodynamic parameters. PI increases when the amplitude of ABP 
(𝑎1) increases as well as during arterial hypotension and intracranial hypertension through 
changes in CPP. PI also increases when the product of 𝑅𝑎, 𝐶𝑎 and HR increases195,197, which 
had not been studied thoroughly before. Theoretically, the product of cerebrovascular 
compliance (𝐶𝑎) and resistance (𝑅𝑎) expresses the time constant of the cerebral arterial bed, 
also denoted as TAU197. 

As defined in the introduction, TAU is a concept derived from the electrical circuits, and 
theoretically reflects the time (in seconds) it takes for the arterial blood load during the cardiac 
cycle to get through the arterial component of the cerebral circulation113. If the large conductant 
vessel is poorly compliant, as in cerebral vasospasm, and the resistance is decreased because of 
vasodilation of arterioles, blood takes less time to get through the arterial circulation (low 
TAU)198.  
 
On the other hand, if the conductance vessels compliance is increased and the arterioles are 
constricted leading to a high cerebrovascular resistance (𝑅𝑎), blood will stay longer inside the 
arterial circuit (high TAU). The longer this time constant, the longer the time interval which is 
needed for arterial blood volume to arrive (from the point of TCD insonation) at the cerebral 
resistive vessels.  
 
In the experimental study mentioned above197, the time constant (i.e. TAU) has been shown to 
increase with hypocapnia and with reductions in CPP (caused by both arterial hypotension and 
rise in ICP). Similarly the PI in these scenarios will increase. 
 
There are several limitations in this first study of the thesis. First, the sides of TCD insonation 
and of the ICP probe were not standardized. Although in most of the cases the ICP probe was 
placed in the right anterior frontal lobe, the side of the analyzed TCD signal depended on the 
qualities of both the insonated window and the recording. However, we cannot exclude that our 
data might have been more reliable if it had been based on the average of bilateral TCD 
readings. Neither can we exclude the influence in cases with unilateral lesions. 

 
Limitations of the method used to calculate cerebral arterial blood volume (CaBV), 𝐶𝑎 and 𝑅𝑎 
from pulsatile waveforms of FV and ABP for the calculation of the cerebrovascular time 
constant have been discussed in their original publications195,199. Monitoring the changes in 
cerebrovascular compliance is difficult and in order to obtain absolute measures requires the 
application of phase-contrast MRI83,200. Years ago Kim et al developed a computational method 
allowing a continuous assessment of relative changes in cerebral compartmental compliances 
based on the relationship between pulsatile components of ABP, ICP and the CaBV195. 
However, this method is an estimation only, it does not allow to assess absolute values of 𝐶𝑎 
but only its relative changes.  
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In the past, another mathematical model had been proposed, linking TCD pulsatility index and 
critical closing pressure201.  But these formulas differ as the one we present links PI with 
physiological model parameters. 
 
The second study (Varsos GV, de Riva N, Smielewski P et al.) included in this thesis aims to 
characterize the proposed vasodilatory pathophysiology of ICP plateau waves by using the 
concept of critical closing pressure (CCP), which is related to cerebrovascular vasomotor tone, 
represented by arterial wall tension (WT). The patients included in this second study are the 
same ones studied in the first article of this thesis (PI investigation) as the “plateau wave group” 
(n= 20 patients, a total of 38 plateau waves).  
 
CCP is the level of ABP at which small brain vessels collapse and CBF ceases. As such, it is a 
metric that has inspired theoretical interest but has been relatively neglected as a clinical 
application. In theory, CCP can enhance our understanding in regard of cerebral 
haemodynamics when CPP is below the lower limit of autoregulation (LLA). In that sense, CCP 
may provide a second higher-risk threshold of cerebral perfusion pressure, where CBF ceases 
completely. 
 
Since Burton’s theoretical model202 (𝐶𝐶𝑃 = 𝐼𝐶𝑃 +𝑊𝑇),	different traditional TCD-derived 
methods to calculate this zero-flow pressure have been described188,203 but present the drawback 
of frequent negative non-physiologic values of CCP. The first harmonic model of CCP (CCP1) 
proposed by Michel109 seems to be the most robust among them188: 
 

𝐶𝐶𝑃1 = 𝐴𝐵𝑃 − 𝐴1	×	
𝐹𝑉
𝐹1

 

  
where 𝐴1 and 𝐹1 are amplitudes of the fundamental harmonics of ABP and FV waveforms, 
obtained from the fast Fourier transfer (FFT) . 
 
The traditional calculation of WT was calculated using Dewey’s model as: 
 

𝑊𝑇1 = 𝐶𝐶𝑃1 − 𝐼𝐶𝑃 
 
Searching for a more accurate method, and based on the analysis of the same simple model of 
cerebrovascular impedance previously described to calculate pulsatility index (PI)111, Varsos et 
al reported in 2013 a multi-parameter mathematical model for estimation of CCP (CCPm) 
according to the following formula (2)110: 
 

𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑚	 = 𝐴𝐵𝑃 −	 WXX
Z[	×	W[	×	\Z	×	:] V	^_V   (formula 2) 

 
where CPP is the mean cerebral perfusion pressure (calculated as 𝐶𝑃𝑃 = 𝐴𝐵𝑃 − 𝐼𝐶𝑃), 𝑅𝑎 
denotes cerebrovascular resistance, 𝐶𝑎 stands for the pulsatile compliance of the cerebral 
arterial bed, and HR denotes heart rate (beats/second). As previously explained, 𝐶𝑎 and 𝑅𝑎 
cannot be measured directly and need to be estimated. Their estimation can be made using TCD 
blood flow velocity and ABP and CPP waveforms according to the previously referred 
algorithm193,194.   
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Arterial WT can be associated with these cerebrovascular physiological parameters by creating 
its multiparameter mathematical descriptor. This model WT (WTm) was calculated also using 
Dewey’s equation, which denotes WT to be estimated as the difference between the 
mathematical descriptor model of CCP (CCPm) and the measured ICP.  
 

𝑊𝑇𝑚 = 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑚 − 𝐼𝐶𝑃 
 
 
Again, it is important to remark the interplay between 𝑅𝑎 and 𝐶𝑎 as it was previously exposed. 
TAU decreases during hypercapnia suggesting a decrease in WT (providing no change in CPP 
is present) and correspondingly to CCP owing to vasodilation. Similarly, TAU decreases in 
carotid artery stenosis, where distal vasodilation is present, suggesting again a compensatory 
decrease in WT and CCP. TAU decreases even further with bilateral carotid stenosis. On the 
other hand, TAU was shown to increase during a decrease in CPP, both as a result of arterial 
hypotension or intracranial hypertension, keeping with the expected autoregulatory vasodilation 
observed with decreased CPP.  
 
 
The primary aim of this second study of this thesis was to measure CCP during plateau waves in 
order to examine their pathophysiology by using the concepts of CCP and arterial WT. Our 
results show that during the vasodilatory loop of the plateau waves, there is a rise in CCP and a 
reduction in WT, with both of them being significant (p < 0.001). However, the effect of rising 
ICP is more pronounced than the corresponding vasodilatatory response decreasing WT. 
These results were demonstrated and significant with both the traditional (CCP1 and WT1) and 
the multi-parameter methods (CCPm and WT) of calculation. 
 
Some investigators have coined the term “effective cerebral perfusion”114 or “closing collapsing 
margin”204 to refer to the difference between mean ABP and CCP. They argue that this 
“collapsing margin” would be a better descriptor of the real driving pressure for the arterial 
cerebral circulation instead of CPP (= ABP-ICP) as CCP is higher than ICP and takes into 
account the tone of the vessels (i.e. the contribution of wall tension)106,107,114. 
 
However, even though we found a strong bivariate correlation between CPP and the “collapsing 
margin” (R = 0.844, p < 0.001), the “collapsing margin” is different from CPP in at least two 
aspects. First, the “collapsing margin” accounts for changes in WT, which do not influence the 
CPP equation. Second, the “collapsing margin” indicates the amount of pressure reserve 
available to avoid total cease of CBF, whereas CPP indicate the perfusion pressure driving CBF 
and does not have an inherently meaningful threshold. 
 
In our study the observed increased CCP during plateau waves imposes an elevated risk for 
brain vessels to collapse, especially if ABP remains almost constant. Therefore, the “safety 
collapsing margin” (𝐴𝐵𝑃 − 𝐶𝐶𝑃) decreased significantly (p < 0.001) in this cohort from 
baseline ICP to plateau levels, indicating that the probability for brain vessels to collapse is 
increased during this phenomenon (see figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Example of the behaviour of CCP and WT (calculated with the multi-parameter 
mathematical model) during a plateau wave of intracranial pressure. The “collapsing margin” 
is referred as the difference between ABP and CCP waveforms. On the other hand, the gap 
between CCP and ICP waveforms indicates the active vasomotor tone, represented as the wall 
tension. ABP arterial blood pressure, CCP critical closing pressure (with the multi-parameter 
model), ICP intracranial pressure, WT wall tension (with the multi-parameter model). 

  

 

 
 
Besides the fact that several models of dynamic cerebral autoregulation use CCP in their 
formulations31,205, a reliable calculation for CCP and monitoring of the “collapsing margin” may 
have a future role in the care of neurocritical patients.  
 
On one hand, a measurement of CCP for a neurocritical patient would provide a threshold for 
the patient’s ABP below which irreversible brain ischaemia may be developed. In fact, it has 
been demonstrated that diastolic ABP lower than CCP is associated with loss of measurable 
blood FV during diastole when TCD is used115.   
 
Its knowledge would help clinicians to manage ABP, ICP and also vascular tone by itself. 
Specific patients could have a low ICP but a high WT with a consequent high CCP and a low 
“closing margin”, while the clinician has a false safety feeling.  
Also, identifying patients with frequent decrements in the “collapsing margin” may improve the 
selection of patients who would benefit from a decompressive craniectomy. 
 
 
The second aim of this second study was to verify the performance of a novel multiparameter 
mathematical model for calculating critical closing pressure (CCPm), in clinical cases of sudden 
increases of ICP like plateau waves. The introduction of parameters describing the cerebral 

ABP

CCP

ICP

WT

Collapsing margin
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circulation aids the understanding of factors influencing the dynamics of CCP during plateau 
waves.  

 
A retrospective analysis of experimental animal data proved that CCPm is well correlated to the 
traditional method used to calculate CCP from the fundamental harmonic of pulse-frequency 
TCD and pressure changes (CCP1)110. A more recent clinical study by Puppo et al. comparing 
these same methods also corroborated the experimental findings by Varsos et al107. 
The same high correlation (R = 0.87; p < 0.001) is seen in this study of plateau waves in clinical 
patients, further enhancing the conclusion of similarity of the two methods and thus proving the 
validity of CCPm. Divergence between ‘traditional’ (CCP1) and ‘modeled’ CCP (CCPm) can 
be seen only when CCP1 achieves non-physiologically low (or negative) values108,110,206, but 
that makes the agreement too poor to interchange them. 
 
The issue of low and negative non-interpretable values of CCP has been a known drawback of 
traditional calculation methods in cases like hypercapnia-induced hyperaemia, vasospasm, or 
with artificially elevated diastolic blood flow velocity108,206,207. In plateau waves, CCP1 rendered 
negative values in a variety of situations where changes in amplitude and mean values of FV 
and/or ABP took place. The appearance of these values is considered to be a methodological 
limitation, as there is no physiological explanation for negative values of WT.  
 
In contrast, CCPm, calculated with the concept of impedance, was proven to overcome this 
drawback. CCPm cannot render non-physiological negative values when physiological values 
of ABP, CPP and FV are provided110,194, and is, therefore, more relevant to actual clinical reality 
complying with CCP definition and concept (see figure 4). 
 
 
Figure 4.  Example of first harmonic model of critical closing pressure (CCP1) demonstrating 
non-physiologic negative values during the recovery time after a plateau wave. Negative CCP1 
were caused by increased values of mean flow velocity (FVm). In contrast, the multi-parameter 
mathematical model (CCPm) rendered always positive values. ABP arterial blood pressure, 
CCP1 critical closing pressure (with the first harmonic TCD-derived model), CCPm critical 
closing pressure (with the multi-parameter model), FVm mean blood flow velocity in the middle 
cerebral artery, ICP intracranial pressure. 
 

 

Plateau wave
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The validity of WT calculation via cerebrovascular impedance was also proven, with WTm 
being significantly correlated to WT1 (p < 0.001) during the plateau waves, as has been also 
proven in experimental animal data110.  
 
Like CCPm, the use of WTm has the advantage of consistently positive values, unlike the 
fundamental harmonic model WT1, which presents senseless negative values. Decrease in 
WTm is in agreement with modelling data presented previously by Daley et al208, although our 
study takes into account changes in CBF, confirming validity of previous analysis done using 
ICP and ABP waveforms. Impaired autoregulation has been found to be associated with a lower 
WT supporting the role of vasoparalysis in the loss of autoregulatory capacity209. 
 
 
This second study of the thesis has a number of limitations that deserve discussion. First, the 
small number of patients does not allow to test for an association between the collapsing margin 
and outcome. Plateau waves, although are observed in 40% of TBI patients104, are difficult to be 
captured with limited time (10 minutes to 1 hour) TCD recording in the neurocritical care unit. 
However, having set the theoretical basis of the collapsing margin, a similar study of a larger 
cohort of patients is indicated. 
 
The major drawback of the multi-parameter mathematical model for calculating CCP is the 
requirement of invasive ICP monitoring; and therefore, it cannot be calculated noninvasively. 
However, in subjects at risk for plateau waves ICP monitoring is a standard care, which 
increases the clinical relevance of the technique demonstrated in this study. Also, it is 
recognized that CPP is a more accurate estimate of the transmural pressure gradient and 
therefore is more relevant to changes in vasomotor tone.  
 
A third remarkable issue is that estimation of CCP requires good quality recording of CBF 
velocity through TCD in order to obtain an accurate calculation of 𝑅𝑎 and 𝐶𝑎.	As it’s been 
explained TCD monitoring sessions were not continuous like ABP and ICP monitoring, but 
instead were performed for short periods for every patient on a daily basis.  
 
The short periods were justified by the difficulty of having continuous TCD measurements, as 
the head injured patients were treated in a neurointensive care environment, thus subjected to 
change in position or transfers (e.g. for the purpose of a CT or MRI scan), which would result in 
intervention of TCD recordings.  
 
On that basis, it might be possible that not all the occurred plateau waves have been captured.  
However, as the aim of this study was to estimate CCP during the specific phenomenon of 
occurring plateau waves and not continuously, we think this limitation does not affect its 
purposes. 
 
It is also important to keep in mind the factors that have been reported to have an influence on 
CCP values. Hypocapnia (as induced by mild hyperventilation) generally increases CCP due to 
vasoconstriction, while vasodilatation decreases CCP. Nevertheless, in these patients there was 
no significant change in PaCO2 levels as clinical management was performed maintaining 
normocapnia.  
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It has been reported that CCP may be disturbed by localised brain lesions with CCP asymmetry 
corresponding to asymmetrical findings on CT scans in head injury210. CCP also reflects 
asymmetry in common carotid artery stenotic disease and decreases “artificially” during 
vasospasm206. However, none of these factors were consider in our analysis as the aims of our 
study were focused on characterizing the vasodilatory pathophysiology of plateau waves with 
the newly defined method.  
 
As a final remark, the retrospective character of the recordings included in both studies is in fact 
a limiting factor, but probably not a serious limitation. Multiple use of continuous collection of 
biological signals for retrospective big data analysis and to conduct mathematical modelling 
studies is scientifically sound and allows an in-depth study of cerebral haemodynamics. 
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Conclusions 
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1. During the plateau waves the increase in intracranial pressure provoked a significant 

decrease in cerebral perfusion pressure, mean blood flow velocity and diastolic blood 
flow velocity, but an increase in systolic flow velocity. Pulsatility index increased 
significantly but cerebrovascular resistance decreased. 
 

2. Hyperventilation challenge induced a small but significant decrease in intracranial 
pressure. However, pulsatility index as well as cerebrovascular resistance increased 
significantly. 
 

3. The mathematical formula provided to describe pulsatility index shows a good 
correlation with the measured values of pulsatility index. 
 

4.  The presented mathematical model is able to explain the input signals with influence 
on pulsatility index. 
 

5. Pulsatility index is not dependent solely on cerebrovascular resistance. It is a product of 
the interplay between cerebral perfusion pressure, pulse amplitude of arterial pressure, 
cerebrovascular resistance and compliance of the cerebral arterial bed, as well as the 
heart rate.  
 

6. Pulsatility index is not an accurate estimator of intracranial pressure; it describes 
cerebral perfusion pressure in a more accurate manner. 
 

7. During plateau waves of intracranial pressure, critical closing pressure increases 
significantly while active vasomotor tone, represented by wall tension, decreases due to 
vasodilation. 
 

8. Estimation of critical closing pressure based on the impedance methodology disallows 
non-physiologic negative values. 
 

9. Critical closing pressure and wall tension based on the impedance methodology allow 
an accurate analysis of plateau waves pathophysiology in contrast to the traditional 
computations. 
 

10. The main disadvantage of the impedance mathematical model is the requirement of 
invasive intracranial pressure monitoring. But if a good quality recording of transcranial 
Doppler flow velocity is achieved, the effect of plateau waves may be clinically useful 
within the other monitoring parameters setting. 
 

11. Multimodality neuromonitoring integrated with bio-informatics analysis (ICM+® 
Software) provide new insights into physiologic variables as pulsatility index and 
critical closing pressure. 
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